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  ABSTRACT 

This dissertation text is intended to provide the historical background and theoretical 

framing for my doctoral video project, ERIE COUNTY SMILE (2021) and to contextualize the 

theory and practices that led to the project’s completion. The video project ERIE COUNTY SMILE 

(running time 27:52, 2021), or ECS, is a short film about the fantasies of a girl working at her 

family’s nail salon. It is a parody of a Vietnamese-language variety show called Paris By Night 

(PBN). In ECS, I utilize performance techniques such as humor, satire, parody, and reenactment 

to stage interventions about PBN. I have selected PBN as a case study because of its notoriety 

within the Vietnamese community living abroad. I performed as every character within the 

narrative video (ECS) and corresponding sets via digital imaging and animation with the help of 

collaborators working remotely. ECS was created entirely during the global COVID-19 pandemic 

while under lockdown. 

In this textual analysis of my practice-based project and research, I will examine: 1) the 

process of collaboration in a remote setting during the historic 2020 pandemic; 2) the process of 

producing ECS, from “failures” of early planning to its current iteration; and 3) the source material 

of PBN, which serves as an impressive cultural media archive. These ideas are laid out in the form 

of thematic chapters with supporting images. To conduct my exploration, I ground my research 

approaches, or methodologies, in ethnography and media archive analysis. I used autoethnographic 

research—an introspective tool that transforms private, insider experience into public, apparent 

knowledge. I use this method not as a way to expose the intimacies of lived cultural knowledge, 

but as a way to find a commonality between intimacies that exist in small, mutually isolated 

cultural pockets usually referred to as a diaspora.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

Notions of identity stand as the core theme throughout this dissertation. I not only use 

identity as a vehicle to drive my artwork, but I also examine what identity means. I am interested 

in how positionality operates as a major intellectual framework for artistic research and practice. 

To do so, I illuminate the notions of identity by engaging with scholarship from gender studies and 

diaspora studies—a subcategory of race studies. As an artist, my contribution to existing 

knowledge and scholarship is a video performance piece that embodies theoretical perspectives of 

what identity entails.  

The purpose of this dissertation is to provide the historical background and theoretical 

framing for my doctoral video project, ERIE COUNTY SMILE (2021), and to contextualize the 

theory and practices that led to the project’s completion. The video project ERIE COUNTY SMILE 

(running time 27:52, 2021), or ECS, is a short film about the fantasies of a girl working at her 

family’s nail salon. It is a parody of a Vietnamese-language variety show called Paris By Night 

(PBN). In ECS, I utilize performance techniques such as humor, satire, parody, and reenactment 

to stage interventions about PBN. I have selected PBN as a source material because of its notoriety 

within the Vietnamese community living abroad. I performed as every character within the 

narrative video (ECS) and corresponding sets via digital imaging and animation with the help of 

collaborators working remotely. ECS was created entirely during the global COVID-19 pandemic 

while under lockdown. 

The narrative of ERIE COUNTY SMILE is loosely based on my own upbringing. I grew up 

in a nail salon and became a licensed nail technician to help with my family’s business. During 

idle time at the salon, when I was not doing homework, I watched a lot of television. Often, the 

entertainment we provided at the salon were old VHS tapes or DVDs of Paris By Night. In ECS, 
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the main character Van begins her day at the nail salon with her humdrum daily chores, then 

escapes into the television—not only metaphorically but literally. Her imagination runs wild as 

she enters the television, substituting herself in place of all the characters in her favorite variety 

show. But her escapist fantasies are periodically interrupted by a ringing phone which repeatedly 

pulls her away from her daydream. She avoids the calls over and over again until she finally gives 

in and steps out of the fantasy to engage with reality—the caller, her mother. ECS is about how 

the construction of self and the imagined self are informed by the cultural products of popular 

media. 

In this textual analysis of my practice-based project and research, I will examine: 1) the 

process of collaboration in a remote setting during the historic 2020 COVID-19 pandemic; 2) the 

process of producing ECS, from “failures” of early planning to its current iteration; and 3) the 

source material of PBN, which serves as an impressive cultural media archive. These ideas are laid 

out in the form of thematic chapters with supporting images. To conduct my exploration, I ground 

my research approaches, or methodologies, in ethnography and media archive analysis. I used 

autoethnographic research—an introspective tool that transforms private, insider experience into 

public, apparent knowledge. I use this method not as a way to expose the intimacies of lived 

cultural knowledge but as a way to find a commonality between intimacies that exist in small, 

mutually isolated cultural pockets usually referred to as a diaspora.    

My research also utilized archival research, which led me to question what should be 

considered an archive. Scholar and archivist Ann Cvetkovich describes her method of “queering 

the archive,” 1 in which she not only curates (or reassembles) and examines an archive but also 

                                                 
1 Anjali Arondekar, Ann Cvetkovich, Christina B. Hanhardt, Regina Kunzel, Tavia Nyong'o, 

  Juana María Rodríguez, Susan Stryker, Daniel Marshall, Kevin P. Murphy, and Zeb   
Tortorici. “Queering Archives.” Radical History Review 2015, no. 122 (2015): 211–31.   
https://doi.org/10.1215/01636545-2849630. 
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adds to the archive itself. Cvetkovich uses methods such as “queering” to complicate and add to a 

preexisting history that has erased non-hegemonic perspectives. Drawing inspiration from her, I 

conducted a deep inquisition into PBN in order to create ECS. My work examining PBN and 

creating ECS adds to the unofficial archive of Vietnamese diasporic voices and makers, rather than 

being an addition to PBN archival material. I examine PBN as a body of underrepresented exilic 

media; by adding PBN to the conversation of a substantial diasporic media product, I am queering 

the archive, expanding it beyond hegemony. PBN is not taken seriously as a form of cultural 

production: It is not written about (both in scholarship or in reviews) in spite of its expansive and 

vast production and hours of broadcast material. This dissertation works as a scholarly exploration 

of PBN as well as a treatment of the body of media, or archive, that I believe needs to be researched 

further. 

Another aspect of my identity, being Vietnamese American and frequently categorized as 

“Asian American,” also needs to be addressed. “Asian American” as a term was coined during the 

Civil Rights movement in 19682 alongside Black Power Movement by young academics from the 

Asian American community. Perhaps, though, it is time for a change to offer more inclusion and 

nuance to a burgeoning population.3 In my view, the “Asian American” identity is a failure. The 

failure is within the title, because “Asian American” is limited; it flattens many robust, diverse 

diasporas. In this text, I interrogate my own personal, unique identity while also understanding it 

is an identity I share with others. I use the moniker “Asian American” cautiously; it encompasses 

and overlooks too much and puts me in a precarious position where I feel nervous about using a 

                                                 
2 Anna Purna Kambhampaty, “AAPI History: Activist Origins of the Term 'Asian American',” 

Time, May 22, 2020, accessed July 3, 2021, https://time.com/5837805/asian-american-history/.  
3 Vignesh Ramachandran, “Asian Americans Are the Fastest Growing Group in the U.S., Report 

Finds,” Public Broadcasting Service, April 13, 2021, last accessed July 3, 2021, 
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/nation/asian-americans-are-the-fastest-growing-group-in-the-u-s-report-
finds.  

https://time.com/5837805/asian-american-history/
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/nation/asian-americans-are-the-fastest-growing-group-in-the-u-s-report-finds
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/nation/asian-americans-are-the-fastest-growing-group-in-the-u-s-report-finds
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collective “us.” So, I will speak for myself, and the rare collective “us” will be for moments in 

which I am reflecting on a conversation with my fellow, self-identified “Asian Americans.” It is 

important I make this distinction now because of its complexity and how it is often employed in 

academic scholarship. Despite my use of it, the term is a glaring failure in terms of representing 

my identity accurately.  

Chapter One examines my earlier artistic practice, from 2017 to 2019. This provides 

context for the influences, both artistic and theoretical, that inform my current artwork. Along with 

an introduction to my work and life as an artist, the first chapter will provide context as it pertains 

to my identity and the social significance of the moment in which I am writing about and reflecting 

on my work as a woman-identifying Asian American artist.  

The second chapter examines the inspiration, both personal and artistic, that led to the 

creation of ECS. In this chapter I detail the origin of my humor through my mother and visual 

artists that have used similar strategies, such as parody, within their work. In this section I look at 

artists that utilize notions of identity politics as my work is centered on identity construction, 

especially how a lived experience informs the maker.   

Chapter Three expands on the origin and evolution of Paris By Night (PBN)—a direct-to-

tape Vietnamese language variety show. I briefly summarize the timeline of Paris By Night and 

cultural significance of the show. I introduce and explain why PBN is a successful model for exilic 

media and the identity of the Việt kiều (an overseas Vietnamese person) which is codified by the 

media platform.  

The fourth chapter looks closely at ECS as a practice-based collaboration. In this chapter, 

I reflect on the production of ERIE COUNTY SMILE (2021), beginning with the original plan of 

its staged production and how it was reimagined during the COVID-19 moment. I examine its 
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intentions, and what it effectively does as a media product. In the fifth chapter, I dissect the 

characters I created and performed in ECS. Lastly, the final chapter reflects on the techniques and 

methods of production involved in ECS and looks at different iterations and applications of 

aforementioned tactics as well as looking ahead at future projects.  

Within each chapter, there are sections titled “Observations” which contain stylistic shifts 

in writing. These “Observations” sections are less formal than the preceding text and denote a 

change in tone. In these sections, I reflect upon the theories and practices of art-making in my own 

voice, separate from the formal “scholarly” language of a traditional dissertation text. These 

observational sections serve as a way to connect my approach to style and language beyond the 

confines of formalities. Switching between two styles mirrors the artistic and intellectual sides of 

my practice-based research, diversifying my voice and expressivity. Tone changes will also occur 

in sections dedicated to my artistic practice. Writers, both feminist and intersectional, have a long 

tradition of challenging formal, academic language. 4  I see value in maintaining elements of 

scholarly tradition however, including observational sections has allowed me to combine my lived, 

embodied knowledge within this structure. 

1.1 Background 

In this chapter, I will give a brief overview of my previous work leading up to the creation 

of ERIE COUNTY SMILE (2021), including the theories and methods that led me to the completion 

of the projects. The latter half of the chapter is dedicated to the current historical context in which 

I am writing this dissertation. Combined, the previous works and current context will provide a 

                                                 
4 Cherrie Moraga and Gloria Anzaldúa, This Bridge Called My Back: Writings by Radical Women 

of Color (Albany, NY: SUNY Press, 2015). 
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background for my dissertation project, which is expanded upon in the fourth chapter of the 

dissertation.  

My practice as a multi-media interdisciplinary artist began to coalesce during my graduate 

studies in 2017. My Masters of Fine Arts (MFA) thesis project, which included a solo exhibition, 

resulted in the fabrication of four pieces that were in conversation with each other. The solo 

exhibition, entitled Strange Agency (2017) was a culmination of my working through ideas about 

identity, gender, and nationality. That solo exhibition set up the frame I was going to be working 

within for years to come. As I reflect back, the Strange Agency exhibition was a cohesive example 

of how I render ideas into objects. Every single project within the exhibition has informed my 

practice moving forward, and I utilize the same strategies to think through and plan my current 

projects, especially in regards to ECS.  

  Strange Agency was comprised of a collection of four artworks and one video project:  

• Those Who Protect, Those to Protect: A series of looping (length of video is 

undetermined) videos, projected onto a wall at a large scale to resemble propaganda-

era wheat-pasted posters and billboards.  

• Wall/Washing: A video installation with a sculptural element based on grief and the 

memory of war.  

• Mekong Sounds: A mixed-media installation of speakers embedded into the base of 

water tables, filled with black inky water and fruit peels.  

• Mother: A GIF that is projected onto a corner of two walls.  

This section of prior projects, in addition to the installation For Vanessa (2018) directly influenced 

the creation of ECS (2021). For Vanessa (2018) was fabricated during the first year of my doctoral 

studies and closely informed the fabrication of ECS through its installation component of motion-
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censored elements which triggered an on-and-off function for the supplementary video.  I also 

consider For Vanessa to be the predecessor to ECS in terms of subject matter. For Vanessa began 

my deep exploration into the media I consumed and my upbringing in a nail salon. In total, these 

five projects sparked the beginnings of my dissertation project.  

1.1.1 Those Who Protect, Those to Protect 

Those Who Protect, Those to Protect is inspired by song lyrics from Cô Gái Sài Gòn Đi 

Tải Đạn (1968) written about the Southern Vietnamese women revolutionaries during the 

American War in Vietnam (1955-1975). A phrase repeated throughout the song, “Quả pháo ơi sao 

mà yêu như đứa trẻ?”, translates to “Oh cannonball, why do I care for you like a child?” The song 

compares a woman carrying a cannonball to women carrying babies on their backs while working 

in rice fields. Composer Lư Nhất Vũ’s depiction of Vietnamese women during wartime reframed 

fighting the war as a maternal act. The image of the Vietnamese women became ubiquitous with 

war. To care for land and country is like caring for a small child. Songs like this gained popularity 

during the wartime era in Vietnam. 

In the video Those Who Protect, Those to Protect (2017), I inserted myself in these images 

of the Vietnamese woman. Moving awkwardly and slowly through the rigid imagery of The 

depicted Vietnamese woman, I muddy the lines between the warrior woman and innocent little 

girl. Figure 1.1 shows a still from this video. There are two images on a black screen: the woman 

in the poster on the left is obscured by me, whereas the poster on the right is not drastically altered 

by my presence because the image I am standing in front of is a silhouette. The metaphor of both 

being able to fit into the images combined with the complicated emotions of seeing myself 

reflected in a historical archive, and yet I still felt far away from the images of Vietnamese women 

I found. In the moments in which I felt like I fit inside of the image, I could not distinguish myself 
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from the image. Contrary to that; when I found myself outside of the image, awkwardly unable to 

“fill” the image, I felt like this history was not mine and that I was outside of a lineage I was 

desperately seeking to belong to. The complicated emotions came from wanting to find myself 

within these images, but failing over and over again.  

 

 

Figure 1.1: Those Who Protect, Those to Protect. Image courtesy of artist (self). 

 
This emblematic symbol of the American War in Vietnam may have empowered women, 

yet it also limited the imagination of what women could be. Through the eyes of war, what types 

of women get to be seen? In searching for alternative ways that women were represented during 

the war, I found two types of women that were often seen in these archives—either able-bodied 

women or little girls. Propaganda posters and billboards depicted only two roles for women: those 

who offer protection from war and those who need protection. In my piece, the conflict between 

the tension of war and solidarity were played out on these women’s bodies by juxtaposing their 

image with my own. As I worked through each depiction, the in-between spaces (between myself 

and the women depicted) became complex, nuanced and imperfect. These spaces in-between are 
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yet to be filled yet also filled with potential, with hope. And as I move towards nuance and a truer 

depiction of selfhood, we see the lines move, ever so slightly, to take on the shapes and figures we 

champion the most: ourselves. Those Who Protect, Those to Protect informed the fabrication of 

ECS. In ECS, I recreated the method of inserting myself into a historical archive to subvert the 

strategy of propaganda, which revealed its flaws and failures. 

1.1.2 Wall/Washing 

My installation Wall/Washing is comprised of a projected video and sculptural element that 

resembles a fountain. The video is a tryptic and there are three water-spouts in the sculpture to 

resemble the video, shown in Figures 1.2 and 1.3. In this exhibit, I explore the notions of caregiving 

and grief, as well as how memorials offer a space to enact those emotions. In the American context, 

there had been a long political history of care and how the labor of caretaking (as laborers, 

maintenance and so on) is placed on those who are marginalized. I thought about how someone 

with my positionality would and could bring up complicated emotions of that sordid history of 

care.   

In 2017, I visited Maya Lin’s “Vietnam Veterans Memorial” for the third time in three 

consecutive years. While at the memorial I observed how other visitors would engage with the 

memorial. I observed as some visitors took paper and graphite to collect rubbings of names on the 

wall. Some opened up cans of beer and clinked the wall, as an ode to a past friend. The range of 

acts were based on caregiving or giving care to the memory of the past. I thought about how I 

would care for the memorial of the American War in Vietnam. This was a fraught exploration. I 

am Vietnamese American, which means I hold both sides of a war in my national identity.  

I had previously thought about memorials and places of public grief, how memory is mutable yet 

memorials are unmovable. Monuments and memorials are solid objects that represent history 
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scattered throughout America. The memorials are a point of pride and nationalism and yet they 

also represent the fear of being forgotten and the need to calcify memory on plots of land in order 

to preserve it.  

 

 

Figure 1.2: Wall/Washing. Image courtesy of artist (self). 

 
Vietnam is, for me, a place that I know so well and do not know at all. It is my homeland. 

This literature review is only a small introduction to this place with secrets that are hidden all over 

the world. These secrets are hidden with the people and they are hidden in the landscapes that 

remain. The more I learn about Vietnam, the more I understand why there are overwhelming 

sources of apologies to this place. These apologies remind us that Vietnam is a country and not a 

war: Vietnam is the scene of the crime, not the crime itself.  

Vietnam does not have a history of constructing monuments or memorials the way that 

America does; Vietnam does not have a “public” memorial culture that America does. However, 
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major cities in Vietnam are adorned with sculptures and monuments, and there are museums in 

Vietnam dedicated to wartime memory. The strategy of remembering in Vietnam is either a passive 

memory or focused on blaming the West. Hue-Tam Ho Tai, Vietnamese scholar and historian 

notes the duality of post-war memory in Vietnam:  

 
This may explain why public memory in Vietnam combines two distinct and 
opposite phenomena: hyper-mnemosis and willed amnesia. By hyper-
mnemosis, I allude not just to the inability or refusal to let go of the past but 
also to the intense, even obsessive, effort to keep it at the forefront of 
consciousness, to shape it and to exploit it for a variety of purposes.5 

 
 

The ambivalence towards remembrance marks a special attitude toward collective memory among 

the Vietnamese: if the memory no longer serves the task of survival, then it must be let go. Yet, 

the survival of the Vietnamese is based on the memory of war. The treatment of memorials in 

Vietnam is different; they are less of a spectacle and far less surveyed than in the West. The 

Vietnamese are more ambivalent regarding blaming the West for the past, not because the 

Vietnamese have forgotten, but because blame does not serve them. For the Vietnamese, 

remembering the names of the fallen was not important—mourning their spirit was. The tragedy 

was that war took more than a person; it took away a future lineage and erased an ancestry. Hue-

Tam Ho Tai writes,  

Nevertheless, the Vietnamese state’s project could not solve all the problems that 
war death created. It could lend honor and dignity to a soldier’s death, but it was 
unable to resolve the question of the fate of his soul. As a consequence, when 
the war dead are remembered in Thinh Liet today, they are remembered as 
members of a community of brave men who willingly gave their lives for their 
country, and also as people who died too soon but have still made the transition 
to the community of ancestors who watch over families. It is the interlocking 
web of these two communities that meaning is given to their deaths and comfort 

                                                 
5  Hue-Tam Ho Tai, The Country of Memory: Remaking the Past in Late Socialist Vietnam 

(Berkeley, CA: University of California, 2001), 8. 
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is given to the living who had the good fortune to survive the terrible 
consequences that warfare brought.6  

 

On American soil, the memory of war took on a different tension. Maya Lin’s infamous “Vietnam 

Veterans War Memorial” (1982) received polarized reactions that reflected differing views on how 

memory should be represented.7 The reflection of the walls of the memorial and the seemingly 

vast space it takes up makes visitors feel overwhelmed. The power of Lin’s memorial lies within 

its sheer size and mirror reflectivity. However, what would it look like if it were a reflection of 

Vietnamese veterans? What would this “nihilistic”8 symbol look like if it were to represent the 

casualties of the Vietnamese?  

Scholar Viet Thanh Nguyen remarks on the volume of names etched on the memorial: “The 

body count in Vietnam for all sides was closer to one-tenth of the population, while the American 

dead amounted to about 0.035% percent of the population.”9 Lin’s memorial only represents 

American soldiers who have been accounted for (roughly 58,000 names). In terms of grief, how 

far are the reaches of these memorials and where do our boundaries of memory lie? Taking Viet 

Thanh Nguyen’s body count proportionality into account, a wall memorial for the Vietnamese 

dead would be about 285 times larger than the American memorial. Only in this vision would we 

perceive true nihilism. And, would this new memorial account for the land, mountains, and water 

                                                 
6 Ho Tai, 73.  
7 The controversy has been elaborated on by several scholars, here are a few for reference: Jenny 

Edkins, Trauma and the Memory of Politics (Cambridge, MA: Cambridge University Press, 2003); Kristin 
Ann Hass, Carried to the Wall: American Memory and the Vietnam Veterans Memorial (Berkeley, CA: 
University of California Press, 1998). And also Lin’s own response, Maya Lin, Maya Lin: Boundaries 
(New York, NY: Simon and Schuster, 2000).  

8 James Webb, Virginian senator, withdrew their support of Lin’s memorial design: “I never in 
my wildest dreams imagined such a nihilistic slab of stone.” Andrew Glass, “Vietnam War Memorial 
Dedicated, Nov. 13, 1982,” POLITICO, November 13, 2015, 
https://www.politico.com/story/2015/11/vietnam-war-memorial-dedicated-nov-13-1982-215643. accessed 
July 19, 2021 

9 Viet Thanh Nguyen, Nothing Ever Dies: Vietnam and the Memory of War (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 2016), 5. 
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that were affected? Why are these names memorialized and not any other losses? Complex systems 

of relationships intertwine a people with each other and to their land. In the wreckage of war, the 

lines of memory that preserve traces of these intertwined relationships are muddied. Nguyen 

reminds us that “Wars are as complex as individuals, but are remembered by names that tell us as 

little as the names of individuals do.”10  

 

 

Figure 1.3: Wall/Washing installation. Image courtesy of artist (self). 

 
When I reflect upon grief, I recognize that I grieve for the country I am from but still know 

very little about. Vietnam is, and continues to be, an enigma to me as its history unravels itself 

before me. The Vietnam of the war and present-day Vietnam are not one and the same. The 

Vietnam of “The Vietnam War” is complex and loaded with meaning beyond its name. These 

                                                 
10 Nguyen, Nothing Ever Dies, 5. 
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Vietnams, both near and far, withhold so much history, especially before modernity. I have to 

constantly remind myself: Which “Vietnam” is being referenced?  Perhaps we need to move away 

from common conceptions of memory. Maybe the land knows and we are moving closer to its 

knowledge in examining its ecological history; perhaps the spirit of the water knows and it moves 

about with ferocity to remind us we're not in control; or maybe the knowledge we seek is within 

the memory of those whom we lost in the war. 

For me to wash this wall and symbolically care for this monument was a striking gesture. 

In the complicated arena of being Vietnamese American, facing the ills of imperialism and empire, 

I often think about ways in which immigrants have cared for symbols or even people that oppose 

to one’s own freedoms.  A woman who is visibly of Asian heritage using a washcloth by herself 

in the light of day to wipe away the grime comes across as an absurd function of cleansing and 

caring. The action attracts visitors’ attention and they become onlookers as I continue to work. 

When I attract too much attention, I am removed from the location by security guards. This adds 

another level to the striking act of someone of my positionality cleansing this monument; I am 

removed by guards when I become a threat—or really, an annoyance. Perhaps it is the complicated 

history of this monument, or perhaps it is the complicated history of the war, that caused me to 

feel disrupted as I cleaned it. 

As I washed the wall in a meditative trance, I reflect upon the performativity of care as 

well as the performativity of nationalism. By the performativity of nationalism, I mean the minutia 

of taught and codified expectations from performing a national anthem to how we behave at 

funerals. A performance of quotidian ways of life that connect us as social beings. In the span of 

2014 to 2017, I visited the memorial annually and repeated the ritual of cleansing its walls. I cannot 

help but reflect on the federal government machine that runs the city of Washington D.C. and how 
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quickly the context of the wall changes as presidential offices change. During the Trump 

administration, I was treated with more hostility than when I visited during President Obama’s 

term. The performance was changed year by year as the political context shifted. I felt more and 

more charged to revisit and deeply expand on what caring for nationalism means as my 

positionality became increasingly threatened. Wall/Washing is about the ways in which 

nationalism makes grief unmovable, as everything else around it moves with time. 

1.1.3 Mekong Sounds 

In the winter of 2016, I traveled to the Mekong River Delta to both visit family and complete 

fieldwork. As an artist whose methodologies include autoethnographic research, I see my 

homeland of Vietnam as a space of plenty where I collect information motivated by inquiries and 

emotion. From my travels along the Mekong, the striking colors and shapes of decay floating about 

in the water stands out in my memory. Bits of fruit peels, Styrofoam, a lost slipper, flotsam and 

jetsam floated about in the river. A mixture of living and lively-yet-non-living objects make up the 

ecosystem of the waterway. While the poetic nature of decay and bodies of water are commonplace 

artistic inspiration, I wanted to borrow insight from indigenous studies to expand on the notion of 

living and non-living elements that complicated the Mekong. Indigenous feminist Kim TallBear, 

a sociologist who studies technoscience and environment, relates the metaphysics (something she 

refers to as an Indigenous metaphysics or American Indian metaphysics) of indigenous teachings 

in sensory (energy), spirituality and human-relatedness: “As I refer to them, the co-constitutive 

entanglements between the material and the immaterial—constitute a boundary crossing that is 

difficult for interspecies and new materialist thinkers.”11 This pragmatic approach to seeing the 

                                                 
11 Kim TallBear, “An Indigenous Reflection on Working beyond the Human/Not Human,” GLQ: 

A Journal of   Lesbian and Gay Studies 21, no. 2-3 (2015), 190-210. 
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living/nonliving boundaries and histories of indigeneity is a tactic in which I wish to apply in 

thinking forward to the living/nonliving element of water.  

      
In general usage, the terms animate and inanimate reflect a categorical divide 
between entities—those that are seen to live versus those that are deemed to be not 
alive, and this is in the West defined at the level of the organism. I use the term de-
animate after Mel Chen’s use in Animacies (2012). Chen derives the concept of 
animacy from linguistics. A “hierarchy of animacies” refers to the greater and lesser 
relative degree of entities’ sentience, aliveness, (self-) awareness, and agency. The 
animacy hierarchy is actualized through the associated verbs/adjectives “animate” 
and “de-animate” that refer to the greater and lesser aliveness attributed—in the non-
Indigenous knowledge I interrogate—to some humans over others, and to humans 
over nonhumans.12 

 
 

The complex mixing of living and non-living entities references indigenous knowledge which 

challenges the human-centered Western hierarchical perspective. In other words, the 

anthropocentric values of the West are not at the forefront in the Mekong. The first quote in David 

Biggs’ Quagmire: Nation-Building and Nature in the Mekong Delta (2010) is quite “animate” to 

borrow from TallBear. Biggs quotes 18th-century Vietnamese writer Trinh Hoai Duc, who looks 

at geography and landscapes as bodily and beyond, as the symbiosis of land and water depending 

on each other: “Mountains are the bones of the land and water the blood, animating traffic from 

which rise settled lands.” Water is a powerful source that shapeshifts the country of Vietnam. 

Water, in the history of Vietnam, is an agent of memory and a perpetrator of movement both 

socially and geographically. I am inspired by the use of water in Luce Irigaray’s Marine Lover of 

Friedrich Nietzsche (1991) where she, in conversation with the spirit of Nietzsche, professes her 

power as a woman through the element of water. Water for Irigaray is a psychoanalytical symbol 

of mystery, an element that Nietzsche fears. This fear or this agential power of water is what she 

                                                 
12  Kim TallBear, 190. 
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exemplifies as the consequences of intimacy, of closeness. She is coy and converses with him in 

imagined spaces where she is water and woman is other.   

Both the Mekong River Delta and women have been agential and powerful in shaping the 

nation of Vietnam. It's rather difficult in the Mekong River Delta's history and origins to pinpoint 

an event that made the Mekong a "cosmopolitan" or modern area in Vietnamese industry. Biggs 

underlines the technologies of the Mekong that positioned it at the forefront of technological 

hydraulic engineering. “Hydraulic politics” may be an indicator of cosmopolitanism, or more 

likely, transnationalism: 

The Mekong Delta, despite its proximity to ancient irrigated landscapes such as 
Angkor Wat upstream and some remains of ancient hydraulic infrastructure 
around Long Xuyên, had less in common with traditional irrigated landscapes in 
Asia and more with newly reclaimed lands under control of modern hydraulic 
bureaucracies…the fate of the Mekong was somewhat unique in that French 
colonial engineers were replaced not only by Vietnamese state engineers but by 
a large contingent of American advisers and contractors.13 
 
 

Biggs explains that early trans-nationalistic influences shaped the Mekong through a myriad of 

technological advances. In 1879, the French election shifted the country to a left-leaning 

Republican-inspired state, which engaged in “nation forming projects […] designed not only to 

realize profits and facilitate exploration, but also exploitation of Cochinchina’s natural resources 

to transform the lives of colonial subjects and landscapes they inhabited.”14 As archived in a 

colonial travelogue by naval hydrographer Jacques Rénaud, Biggs retraces the histories of rice 

cultivation and land and canal developments built by the Vietnamese Public Works campaign 

(1820). In Biggs’ description of the water, we see its heavy influence on the landscape of the 

Mekong: 

                                                 
13  David A. Biggs, Quagmire: Nation-Building and Nature in the Mekong Delta (Seattle: 

University of Washington Press, 2010), 11. 
14 Biggs, 4. 
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Every September and October, monsoon rains bring sweeping floods that cover 
much of the flatlands and threaten to erase the dense array of fields and levees 
and the fragile network of roads and bridges. Almost every inch of the delta’s 
surfaces are [sic] cultivated by human hands (including water surfaces), but the 
Mekong, a Lao word meaning “mother of rivers,” can in a matter of days erase 
every trace of such work.15  

 
 

A linguistic history and the natural history of the land as it is carved by water makes for a fuller 

understanding of the Mekong. It is the powers of the water that can carry or wash away the labor 

of the people. The language of the people who interact with the Mekong is shaped by the respect 

and coalescing of human and non-human powers.  

In other agential, non-human interactions of land and labor, I am interested in Michitake 

Aso’s interpretation of subaltern studies through mosquitos in his book Rubber and the Making of 

Vietnam (2018). The intertwined relationships between anthropomorphizing mosquitos, disease, 

and labor forces are integral to the subject of plantations in Vietnam: 

 
Rather than strictly define agency, this book follows how historical actors thought 
of and attributed agency, and for what purpose, in relation to the environment and 
health. In addition to the question, “Can the mosquito speak?” I document what 
people said for it/them and what was at stake in those words. Most twentieth-
century scientists were not comfortable granting agency to animals, but 
anthropomorphism snuck its way back in.16 

 
 
In Aso’s response to mosquitos as carriers of diseases, we see how these diseases enact their 

toxicity onto people and their sovereignty. Individualistic interpretations and depictions of the 

mosquito circulated by the Pasteur Institute in the 1920s characterized mosquitos as agents 

working against productivity and as causing harm to plantations. Plantations, in this imagination, 

                                                 
15 Biggs, 6. 
16 Michitake Aso, Rubber and the Making of Vietnam (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North 

Carolina Press, 2018), 12.  
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are seen as something outside of a sustaining other; they are a cyborgian17 other and seem to have 

something missing. By “cyborgian” I mean that a liveliness is missing, or even an agential element 

is missing. The plantation is not without intention but because of its solipsism, it becomes a 

soulless unit. It is referenced to as a concerted effort and contrived: as reflected by Aso in 

referencing France’s Minister of Health (1932) Justin Godart, as “forests without birds.”18 The 

notion of being able to control nature and its production, such as a plantation, leaves the land 

soulless and void of the implications of natural production. Science and Technologies Studies 

(STS) scholar, Donna Haraway aided in the development of the phrase “Plantationocene” which 

aptly describes the era of extracting diverse resources from the earth for capital gain.19  Plantations, 

in this text are complex, living and nonliving at the same time. 

With this manifold historical, cultural, and ecological context in mind, I recorded the audio 

of the Mekong soundscape. I captured gurgles, splashes, sounds of motorboats with goods passing 

by, and conversations of vendors from the Mekong River market. The sounds that I collected were 

then played out of speakers installed in a water tank which mobilized the water as the sounds 

erupted. The tanks were filled with water dyed black from Sumi ink. Pieces of fruit and other 

fabricated debris floated in these tanks; the fruit rotted as the exhibition went on. The stark colors 

of fruit, juxtaposed with inky darkness turned the water tanks into slowly moving paintings which 

reflected the changing landscape of coastal cities effected by floods and dams. The sounds which 

                                                 
17 In reference to Donna Haraway’s “A Cyborg Manifesto” from her book, Simians, Cyborgs, and 

Women: The Reinvention of Nature (New York, NY: Routledge, 2015). 
Donna Haraway, “Science, Technology, and Socialist-Feminism in the Late Twentieth Century," 

in Simians, Cyborgs and Women: The Reinvention of Nature (New York; Routledge, 1991), 149-181. 
18 Haraway, 285. 
19 Donna Haraway, “Anthropocene, Capitalocene, Plantationocene, Chthulucene: Making Kin.” 

Environmental Humanities 6 no. 1 (1 May 2015): 159–165. accessed July 22, 2021 doi: 
https://doi.org/10.1215/22011919-3615934 
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were audible only at close range represented a sinking culture of the Mekong, shifting with the ebb 

and flow of the living, nonliving economy that controls it.  

1.1.4 Mother 

In a looping GIF of my mother and I, we are depicted on opposite ends of a white 

rectangular background. Her sweat and tears travel horizontally to the opposite end of the screen 

to land to my forehead. This absurd GIF repeats this motion over and over again. Patty Chang, an 

Asian American feminist film artist, plays with borders and boundaries of intimacy. Her 2001 

compilation and interviews in In Love20 challenged Western perspectives of familial relations and 

deployed discomfort as a strategy to problematize codified relationships of family and intimacy. 

In Love consisted of two, two-channel looping videos played side-by-side. On one screen are two 

Asian women; one is a younger lean-faced woman no older than thirty and the other is an older  

 

 

Figure 1.4: Mother. Image courtesy of artist (self). 

 

                                                 
20 Patty Chang, “In Love,” YouTube. July 6, 2006. documentation of work, 00:06:37, Accessed  
 July 30, 2021, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7cosHkYIJy4. 
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woman, possibly her mother. The younger woman is seen facing the older woman, their faces 

pressed up against each other. Viewers would assume that they are sharing a kiss. On the 

neighboring screen, the same is happening only in this instance the young woman looks like she 

is sharing a kiss with an older Asian man. Upon further analysis we can see that the young woman 

featured in both of the videos is the same person, Patty Chang. The other participants in these 

videos are her parents. As audience members engage with the piece, they see movement that isn’t 

natural, not as fluid. Then, little by little, a white, fleshy object appears from their mouths, 

becoming fuller and fuller. It becomes apparent that this is an onion. The video is of Chang and 

her parents sharing a whole onion together, however this is presented in reverse. Tears fall up as 

the reversed video played on. This uncomfortable act of eating a raw onion plays with metaphors 

of discomfort and boundaries of appropriateness. It is not “normal” to eat an onion like one would 

an apple, and it is not “normal” to share a passionate kiss with your parents. What Chang alluded 

to in In Love (2001) was the relationship of immigrant parents and their children. Chang seems to 

posit that this obligation and dependency is not Western; it came from afar and was translated. The 

metaphor of the video was about translation and pushing borders of discomfort. The onion being 

eaten and shared by mother and daughter, daughter and father, was symbolic of the bitter-

sweetness of obligation. 

In Mother, influenced by Chang’s work about family, I think about obligation in the context 

of a multigenerational, immigrant family. My mother’s sweat and tears falling onto my head bears 

a resemblance of Chinese water torture,21 a horrific act to psychologically manipulate Chinese 

prisoners at the turn of the 19th century. I use this parallel with irony; to satirically depict a constant 

reminder of my mother’s sacrifice which is also maddening to me. Using the tactics of agony and 

                                                 
21 Michael Davis, “Torture and the Inhumane,” Criminal Justice Ethics 26, no. 2 (2007): 29-43. 
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irony like Chang, I find that I can more accurately reflect the emotions I sometimes feel within my 

complicated familial obligations.  

 

1.1.5 For Vanessa 

For Vanessa is separate from the four previous works within this section. This project was 

created as a part of my doctoral research and is the bridge (in terms of content) between my 

previous work and ERIE COUNTY SMILE. In the six minutes and thirty seconds of partial video 

journal, partial love letter, I talk about someone named “Vanessa.” Maybe later or maybe 

immediately, the audience understands that I am Vanessa. The video For Vanessa reflects upon 

my upbringing in the nail salon that my parents own. In this salon, I went by an anglicized name 

(Vanessa), a slight departure from my given name (Van). It highlights the choice to become more 

accessible to a predominately white clientele—and now audience—and some of the angst that 

comes with it.  

 The video is a mixture of anecdotes and media archive; it consists of sifting through a list 

of movies that shaped my and my family’s visual history through our stacks of DVDs. In For 

Vanessa I remark that my mother learned how to speak conversational English from watching 

movies that starred Julia Roberts. In this section in which I show my family’s collection of media, 

I talk briefly about Paris by Night and Vietnamese language variety shows. At the salon, we kept 

a few action movies to entertain men who were asked to wait patiently as their partners were being 

pampered. The variety shows were played at our nail salon under the guise that it served as 

entertainment for our clients, but really were for my parents and me to enjoy. The script of For 

Vanessa touches upon examples of extreme hegemony and gender constructions as played out in 

the nail salon. More importantly the video shows the daily minutiae of spaces reserved for 

immigrant working families and the complications it brings. For example, the video often 
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references the struggle of a language barrier, and that the main character is a young but important 

player at her family’s place of work. What lies beneath the sarcastic tone of Vanessa is a very 

complex yet sincere explanation of a specific immigrant experience.   

This video pays homage to not only Vanessa but to other children like her, who find 

themselves in similar situations of growing up in spaces of labor such as salons and restaurants 

which are commonly owned by migrant families. This video was the first work in which I talked 

about growing up in a nail salon and the woes of being out of place in the context of whiteness. It 

became the seed of what was to become ERIE COUNTY SMILE (2021). 

1.1.6 Observation I: How It’s Been, How It’s Going 

Currently, as I write this dissertation, I feel complicated about the identity I share. On 

March 16th, 2021 in Atlanta, Georgia, eight people were murdered by a white gunman.22 Six of 

these eight people were women of Asian descent. This mass-shooting took place at spas and salons 

owned by Asian women, starkly reflecting the increasing rate of hate crimes in the United States 

towards Asian Americans. During the COVID19 pandemic, violence towards Asian Americans 

rose rapidly due to the previous administration’s fabrication and insistent hate mongering, referring 

to the pandemic as the “kung-flu” and “China-virus,”23 further racializing the global COVID-19 

pandemic.  

I was asked to speak at a rally in Albany, New York held by members of the community. 

There is often a presumption about regions of the United States that are more “liberal.” Upstate 

                                                 
22 Ruth Graham, “8 Dead in Atlanta Spa Shootings, with Fears of Anti-Asian Bias,” New York 

Times, March 26, 2021, https://www.nytimes.com/live/2021/03/17/us/shooting-atlanta-acworth. accessed 
April 22, 2021. 

23 Sabrina Tavernise and Richard A. Oppel, “Spit On, Yelled At, Attacked: Chinese-Americans 
Fear for Their Safety,” New York Times, March 23, 2020, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/23/us/chinese-coronavirus-racist-attacks.html accessed April 22, 2021.  

https://www.nytimes.com/live/2021/03/17/us/shooting-atlanta-acworth
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/23/us/chinese-coronavirus-racist-attacks.html
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New York is one of those areas presumed to be liberal; however, the atrocious behaviors of white 

supremacy know no bounds. When I arrived at the Albany rally, there was an onslaught of writers 

and reporters asking me questions about how this targeted act of violence affected me. All I really 

heard was, “These women were killed because they looked like you, do you care to comment?” I 

didn’t want to talk to them, and luckily one of the organizers took over and talked about how great 

the community was instead. I do not share her “everything will be okay” knee jerk reaction.  The 

rally was organized predominately by elders in the Asian community, save for a young 

entrepreneur and community representative who invited me to speak on my experience growing 

up Asian American. There were six of us that were invited to speak at this rally. I was fourth in 

line to speak. Then, just as the last speaker was about to speak, a parade of white elected officials 

came to co-opt our speaking time.  

In the slew of performative activism that followed from these elected officials, some had 

the audacity to state egregious things, such as comparing their Irish heritage to that of Black 

Americans. They used the word “chattel” flippantly, and another white male representative stated 

that, because his wife is Chinese, he understood the plight of Asians. One of the more offensive 

statements was from a white elected official, who made the assumption that Asians wished they 

were white. This is just the tip of the iceberg of the lunacy that was enacted in front of me directly 

after I had spoken about how my humanity has been denied to me as a Vietnamese woman in 

America. The important thing to bring up is that the statements and behavior from these white 

elected officials that day were par for the course. Their act solidified two conclusions: whiteness 

does not know how to acknowledge the very mechanism it has created (white supremacy) and 

white people’s notion of solidarity is oftentimes merely obfuscation. 
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However, the prejudices of this broken country are not new. The vessel that carries hatred 

changes from generation to generation but the disdain for difference remains. Hatred towards 

Asian immigrants has a long sordid past that has been forgotten, then resurrected, time and time 

again. Asians are used as weapons to keep Black and Brown people oppressed or seen as vile or 

viruses depending on what is most convenient to white hegemonies in the moment. The myth of 

the model minority should be dissolved but somehow, by the grace of whiteness, is only made 

stronger during this difficult time. I am writing from a very tired and deeply angry place, in both 

emotional status and subject matter. I will not belabor the point of my disappointment; that is for 

a later time when I have more distance from what happened, is happening, and will happen. In the 

meantime, I busy myself with my work. 

Below is the transcript of my speech from March 23, 2021: 
 
 
My name is Van Tran Nguyen. I am an immigrant; I have a multi-hyphenated 
identity; I am Vietnamese-Chinese-Sri Lankan-American. It seems like the more 
hyphens we carry in our identities as an American is actually more of an 
opportunity to be heartbroken by America.  

 
I grew up in my parent’s nail salon, in a predominately white suburb of Western 
New York. So you can imagine how incredibly close to home this all feels. I fear 
for my family’s safety; we live in a country that has failed to even acknowledge 
that racism exists. Just last year House Resolution 908 (which was to take a 
stand against Asian hate) was voted down by more than 160 Republicans. It 
was denied because admitting that there is a problem means that they’d have 
to contend with fact that this hatred was fabricated under their leadership, or 
lack thereof. There are many complicit parties responsible for what had 
happened in Georgia, California and New York and so on. This is not new; it is 
as old as the making of this unfinished country that often refuses wisdom from 
its huddled masses. 
 
Growing up, I was, for most of my classmates, their “First Asian” they’d ever 
met. “First Asian” was supposed to be worn as a badge of honor, it marked me 
in a way that relentlessly denied me of my humanity, reminding me that no 
matter what commonalities we shared, I was inherently isolated and othered.  
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Inversely, the First Asian I ever encountered at school came to me as an image 
in a text book, under the section about the Vietnam War, a part of history, my 
part of history that was purposefully mistaught. Even down to its name, it is in 
fact, the American war in Vietnam. And this “First Asian” that I saw laid 
lifeless in an image about the My Lai massacre, that took the many lives of my 
people, especially women and children. So the first time I recognized something 
familiar, it was in the context of America and it was in the context of death. In 
those institutions we rarely see bodies like ours thriving. That is the very 
mechanism of White Supremacy, to show us ways in which they’ve unraveled 
us and kept us silent. 

 

 

Figure 1.5: "Stop Asian Hate" rally in Albany, NY. March 23, 2021. Image courtesy of Patrick 
Dodgson of Albany Proper. Reprinted with permission.  

But I am here to tell you that we were never silent, we fought. We have always 
been unheard, our histories are overlooked and willfully forgotten. We are the 
first excluded (the Chinese Exclusion Act 1882) and among the first to blame 
for the failures of this country. I had long ago come to the realization that this 
place I call home will rarely prioritize me, will rarely see me, yet it expects 
everything from me in return. However, that is no longer acceptable, we will no 
longer accept the ways in which we have been given scraps and expected to 
succeed. I stand here in solidarity with my community (and extend my gratitude 
and love to the Black and Indigenous organizers who have laid the groundwork 
for this movement) I want to honor those whom we have lost. May our ancestors 
care for them now for the powers that be had failed them in this life. But with 
their spirits watching over us, we will fight to secure our presence in the future 
and for our right to feel safe at work and in our homes.  
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And that means defunding and ultimately abolishing the police (we have ample 
examples that they do more harm to our communities) and removing militarized 
armed forces out of our homelands (for many of us, it is the result of why we 
seek refuge in the US).  

 
As unofficial translators of our families and communities, we know that it is 
nearly impossible to receive adequate healthcare or housing without speaking 
English. We demand there be better language services for everyone who needs 
it. 
 
And most importantly, WE NEED MORE RESTRICTIVE GUN LAWS!  

 
So again, I echo the voices that bring clear the message that brought us here. 
We did not stutter, what happened in Atlanta Georgia on March 16, 2021 was 
indeed a hate crime by a home-grown terrorist. The police insisting on 
humanizing this killer is yet another example of racist policing. 

 
I leave you with these questions ON solidarity. How will you work to protect 
the immigrant community? What kind of actionable things can you do to uplift 
us? And most importantly, are you willing to let go of the privileges that you 
benefit from, to meet us, to hear us and along with us, challenge the systems 
that keep us submissive?  

 
We deserve better than solidarity while we suffer and we deserve more than to 
only build community in the face of fear. 
 

     
While the current events of the pandemic and uptick in racial hate crimes imposed deep burdens 

on my work and mental capacity to do so, it also fueled me. This was a complicated moment that 

at the same time offered me a lot of space and time to think, while also overwhelming me with 

social and emotional challenges. It mobilized me. I have convinced myself that filling the void of 

Asian representation is a revolutionary act. And so, I wrote ECS. I believed in it on good days and 

avoided writing on bad days. Personally, that is the very position of being Asian American: I 

fluctuate from feeling quite small to believing what I do enacts change, all in one day. 
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CHAPTER TWO: PERFORMING ART 

As a latchkey kid, my taste in culture was formulated by the media I consumed, which 

meant after-school television specials. On weekdays, I would rush home to watch MTV’s Total 

Request Live and on weekends, demand that we watch Paris By Night VHS tapes at my family’s 

salon. I usually find that “low-brow” media, which is easy to consume and meant to reach general 

audiences, serve as great primary cultural references. These pieces of media are like the connective 

tissue of culture; it is deeply unifying to be able to bond over what is on TV and how we personally 

react to it. Watching television was a formative experience for me, and it is an experience I 

reference in my current and previous artwork. As a practicing artist, I predominately draw 

inspiration from my personal memories as I am motivated by sharing nuanced, intimacies of my 

lived experience. In this chapter, I examine origins and influences that make up my artistic practice. 

I examine a primary influence—my mother—as well as contemporary artists, all connecting back 

to theme of identity. I am influenced by very real, personal references, which enables my artwork 

to be deeply felt by those who engage in it. I work closely with my family and personal history. In 

order to engage with my audience on the vulnerability of intimacies, I first showcase my own. 

A major influence, or muse, of mine is my mother; she is often featured in my artwork. She 

makes an appearance in Mother (2017) and For Vanessa (2018) as mentioned in Chapter One, and 

she is also a key figure in ECS. In ECS, my mother’s voice is the first thing viewers hear; she calls 

for me (yelling, in Vietnamese, “Bi Oi!” in the first scene) and then lists off chores for me to do. 

Growing up, “Bi Oi!” is a common sound I heard; it is the sound my mom makes when she beckons 

me. By beginning and ending ECS with her voice, I remind the viewers that the story of ECS is, in 

part, about my relationship with my mother. 
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2.1 Sometimes Sang or Sandy But Mostly, Mom 

My sense of humor came from my mother, one of the funniest people I know. Sang Tran, 

or mom, is a very expressive person whether she knows it or not. Her eyebrows are able to engage 

in what I refer to as facial Olympics (see Figure 2.1), completely dynamic and in a league of their 

own. Her eyebrows encapsulate so much of what language cannot. I grew up watching these 

expressions, and while I did not always find them funny, I found them to be quite communicative 

and clear in their intentions. In this context, I perceived humor as an act of caregiving. A good 

strategy on how to care for and protect something is to cover it in joy. 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Sang Tran. Image courtesy of artist (self). 

Humor and laughter are signifiers of happiness and connection. In order to be successful at making 

others laugh, there must be a shared context or culture to situate the joke. The way I describe my 
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mother’s expressions as a form of communication that is shared between to the two of us sets up 

a context in which we are connected and bond over her making silly faces when she cannot express 

herself using words. Being able to share humor is an act of understanding one another. Yet 

describing humor is inherently an act of failure. I am going to do my best to explain why I believe 

something to be funny, but will, to some extent, fail at it. Writing about humor is not funny; it 

usually takes the humor out of the joke to dissect and imagine it so clearly. If you could understand 

what humor is exactly by writing about it, you wouldn’t need it. Regardless, I will do my best.  

 Slapstick is a form of humor that has currency within my family. This is, in part, because 

we are multi-lingual and trans-generational, meaning that our touchstones for cultural context are 

varied. Slapstick is a comedic practice that relies on the body to be funny and is less dependent on 

language.24 My mother’s eyebrows are masterful at slapstick comedy. She has control over her 

body in a way that seems practiced yet her delivery convinces you that this is the first time she has 

ever reacted in this way. Her comedic style is partially sarcastic, which is usually not perceived as 

a form of care. Rather, it can be quite cutting. However, sarcasm reminds its recipient that language 

is playful and there is value to be had in chasing irony. There is a layer of sophistication with irony, 

to agree upon other alternate definitions of a word beyond its conventional, denoted meaning. 

Irony makes light of actions via language, all the while using language to create multiple 

destinations for expression. Irony, slapstick, and sarcasm are reminiscent of the styles of humor I 

heard, growing up. The Vietnamese jokes I grew up hearing predominately depended on wordplay 

and utilized the double-meaning of words to subvert expectation. Humor, for my family, is also a 

coping mechanism. As a group of people who have experienced trauma migrating from Vietnam 

                                                 
24 Arthur Asa Berger, An Anatomy of Humor (New Brunswick, NJ: Transaction Books, 

1993).  
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to a foreign country, we have laughed through hardships to keep ourselves hopeful. Using humor 

in the face of adversary is a strategy for survival. This act of survival has imprinted on me and has 

defined the methods in which I tell stories, make art, and live life. I have my mother to thank for 

that invaluable lesson.  

The next sections include case studies of artists that work with the theme of identity through 

their use of the absurd, satire, or slapstick humor. I look at Kalup Linzy, Alison S. M. Kobayashi 

and Yoko Ono. Linzy and Kobayashi’s work share parallels with mine in that they take on 

humorous projects where they play multiple characters. Yoko Ono serves as a cultural touchstone 

for me, specifically as an Asian American artist that interrogates identity so closely and indulges 

in the concept of absurdity.  

2.2 Kalup Linzy 

In Linzy’s work, Conversations Wit De Churen II All My Churen (2003) a 29 minute and 

14 seconds video25 that parody All My Children, an American television soap opera that was 

broadcasted from 1970 to 2011.26 All My Children consists of a predominately white cast and 

details the very dramatic life of character Erica Kane and her many marriages. The series is set in 

“Pine Valley,” a fictional town modeled after Rosemont; an affluent suburb of Philadelphia. 

Rosemont, like many elite suburbs have a history that is built on colonialism and unspoken 

segregation. The soap opera details the drama of rich, white people. Linzy, a queer Black artist 

inserts himself into this story to interrogate stereotypes of class, gender, race and sexuality. In 

Linzy’s portrayal, he uses himself and other Black actors to decontextualize the story of All My 

                                                 
25 Kalup Linzy, “Conversations Wit De Churen II All My Churen (Full Length Version),”  

YouTube, April 14, 2020, video, 00:29:12, Accessed on July 28, 2020, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u4KWb2WMH6I. 

26 All My Children, season 1, episode 1, "Pilot," directed by Jill Ackles, aired January 5, 1970, on 
ABC. 
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Children, usually in drag, dressed as various women or female characters. Using the gender 

stereotypes played out in the series, Linzy uses the stereotypes to further challenge how those 

stereotypes further harm representations of Black Americans.   

Video works of Kalup Linzy have a do-it-yourself (DIY) aesthetic that both qualifies them as 

humorous and personal. The body humor and satire placed within the sketches show a treatment 

of care for each character Linzy performs as. To Linzy, these characters are potentially familiar; 

the attention to detail and care he provides in each portrayal shows a level of intimacy and 

understanding that is deeper than surface-level. The intimacies of impersonation, even in jest, can 

be a form of caregiving. To give oneself over—to become someone else as a performer— reveals 

a level of closeness that is both absurd and deeply felt. Linzy’s slapstick humor benefits from the 

absurdity of closeness. His videos are funny and touching. Linzy—under a wig in drag— takes 

great care to depict and enact the melodrama of these characters and invest viewers in the storylines 

by abandoning the reality that it is Kalup Linzy. By rewriting popular media to include the 

representation of Black people, Linzy shows that inserting ourselves into stories with humor is an 

act of subversion, and within subversion is an act of care.  

 

2.3 Alison S. M. Kobayashi 

In DO GOOD (2009), interdisciplinary artist Alison S. M. Kobayashi performs as five different 

members of a Girl Scout troop. Each character presents a different badge they have earned and 

why they have earned it. These badges are seemingly arbitrary. At one point, a character states she 

received one for procrastinating. The idea of this video is to satirize the establishment of Girl 

Scouts, pointing to the inherent flaws of a system that rewards young people for character traits. 

DO GOOD aptly touches upon the experience of having gone through the program. The children 
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Kobayashi portrays are funny, bratty, and misunderstood. Kobayashi uses each character (who feel 

very real and lived-in) to explain the system of badges and honor and reveal the insidious nature 

of these programs. By way of depicting children, young girls, explain the mundanity of the process 

allows there to be a humorous perspective into what lies beneath; at their core, Girl Scouts are 

colonial, nation-building projects that posit Americanization as a “moral good” .27 The strategy of 

impersonation through humor to subvert expectation is alive within DO GOOD.  

 

2.4 Yoko Ono 

Yoko Ono is a Japanese performance and multimedia artist as well as activist, who debuted 

very radical work in the American arts landscape. Her impact continues to carry on in regards to 

how identity, absurdity, and playfulness can coexist in one body of work. Ono stands out to me as 

a stalwart in contemporary art history and is referenced within the academy often for her work 

with Fluxus, as well as her complicated history within popular culture. Fluxus, formed in the early 

1960s, was activated from the spirits of Dada and used humor, chance, and ephemera to energize 

their philosophy of anti-elitist art or “high art.” Like Dada responded to the atrocities of World 

War I, Fluxus responded to American student and civilian protests against the Vietnam War.28 

Because of her influence and celebrity status, I, as a product of pop culture, find Ono’s multiple 

public-facing identities to be fascinating.   

A formative piece of work for me was Yoko Ono’s Cut Piece (1964). It is a striking 

interrogation of identity, yet it is also absurd and confrontational. The piece was boldly performed 

                                                 
27  Leslie Hahner, “Practical Patriotism: Camp Fire Girls, Girl Scouts, and Americanization” 

Communication and Critical/Cultural Studies, Vol 5 no. 2 (2008), 113-134, accessed July 3, 2021 DOI: 
10.1080/14791420801989702 

28 Lisa S. Wainwright, “Fluxus,” Encyclopedia Britannica, April 20, 2018. Accessed on June 18, 
2021.https://www.britannica.com/art/Fluxus. 

https://www.britannica.com/art/Fluxus
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in a public space and enlisted audience participation. It was first performed in Kyoto, Japan. In the 

first documented iteration of Cut Piece (1964),29 Ono wore a yukata, an informal kimono usually 

made of cotton. Referenced in the description above, however, was Ono’s 1965 performance at 

Carnegie Hall in New York City. These garments were translational; Ono’s sartorial choices and 

what she allowed to be destroyed and by whom was deeply political. Beyond the political symbol 

of clothes and how the performance was translated from stage to stage, underneath it all was a 

troubled landscape called “flesh.” The performance was a sight of intense vulnerability and 

voyeurism. Although not in direct conversation with Puccini’s fictional character Cio Cio San, 

Yoko Ono’s early performance piece entitled Cut Piece (1965) and its interactions seem as though 

they are in response to the myth of Cio Cio San whether intentional or not.     

The American landscape in which Yoko Ono introduced this performance piece had 

undergone a paradigm shift. The Civil Rights Act of 1964 banned segregation of race and gender 

in public spaces. Through the laborious work from bodies of color in America, this legislation 

redefined the imagination of the nation. However, at the same time, bodies of color were placed 

on the frontlines of a war that was doomed since its imagination. By 1963 the Vietnam War, or the 

American War in Vietnam, was in full speed abroad. In Saigon, or South Vietnam, Buddhist monks 

protested against the government. Rising distrust of one’s government (from civilians both 

American and Vietnamese) was heightened as the war became increasingly aggressive.30 All the 

while, art became increasingly political. American artists, cognizant of the turmoil abroad and at 

home, responded in a myriad of ways.  

                                                 
29 Although I could not find video documentation of Ono’s July 20, 1964 Cut Piece, there are ample 

photographic documentations of the performance. Ono performed one of her first iterations of Cut Piece at 
Yamaichi Concert Hall in Kyoto. David Concannon, “Yoko Ono’s Cut Piece: From Text to Performance 
and Back Again” A Journal of Performance and Art. September 90 no. 3(2008): 81–93. 

30Howard Zinn, A People’s History of the United States (NY: Harper Collins, 1999), 469-501. 
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Ono was very involved in the political climate of the 1960s and on. Most famous was her 

1969 piece, Bed-Ins for Peace.31 The performance consisted of Ono and her spouse, musician John 

Lennon, sitting in a bed and speaking about peace to one another. They held open hours in which 

Ono and Lennon would invite the press to their hotel room for interviews and hold meetings to 

talk about peace. This performance project was in the same vein as Ono’s work with the Fluxus 

group.32 Fluxus art is conceptual and often did not produce any objects as a result. Fluxus is a 

gesture, both humorous and serious. In the Fluxus Manifesto, George Maciunas defines Fluxus as 

a “living art, anti-art, promote NON ART REALITY to be fully grasped by all peoples, not only 

critics, dilettantes and professionals”33 that surrendered itself to accidents and the incidental. 

 

2.5 A Gendered, Raced Performance, and a Brief History 

Fluxus’ noncommercial, nonlinear randomness complicated the status quo of art. The 

Fluxus movement, along with waves of feminism, created an opening for bodies outside of the 

hegemonic art world. Contrary to Art’s very white, male history, the 1960s had room for new 

images. Art had a prior love affair with the male gaze and the female nude. Linda Noclin’s Why 

Have There Been No Great Women Artists?,34published in 1971 in Art News magazine, critiques 

the institution of art and its active exclusion of women. Noclin retraced a history of figure drawing 

and its relationship with the patriarchy; live, figure drawing models were historically nude men, 

and prior to the late 19th century it was considered inappropriate for women to take these drawing 

                                                 
31 Yoko Ono. "Bed Peace," YouTube, June 22, 2012, video documentation, 01:10:55. Accessed on 

July 30, 2021, https://youtu.be/mRjjiOV003Q. 
32 Lisa S. Wainwright, “Fluxus,” Encyclopedia Britannica, April 20, 2018. Accessed on June 18, 

2021.https://www.britannica.com/art/Fluxus. 
33 Lisa S. Wainwright, “Fluxus,” Encyclopedia Britannica, April 20, 2018. Accessed on June 18, 

2021.https://www.britannica.com/art/Fluxus 
34 Linda Noclin, “Why Have There Been No Great Women Artists?” Women, Art and Power and 

Other Essays (NY: Harper & Row, 1988), 145-78. 

https://www.britannica.com/art/Fluxus
https://www.britannica.com/art/Fluxus
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classes. Even then, women were accompanied by men, and the male nude was censored: “Delicate” 

parts were usually covered or purposefully hidden from female artists to deter them from learning 

how to master the “perfect” nude form.  

Lynda Nead’s Theorizing the Female Nude 35  looks further at this censorship and 

exclusion. Nead traces the treatment of women artists, she troubles the patriarchal vision of the 

female nude and its purpose—for and by whom it was created. Using these feminist texts and 

moving beyond gender and sex is an intersection36 that had been notoriously marginalized by 

hegemonic philosophies. Women of Color, and Third World Women Alliance (1968-1980) were 

critical of another active erasure of gender and race. Among the important artists who contributed 

in this area of erasure, Trinh T. Minh-Ha—filmmaker, theorist and writer—was an active Third 

World feminist who divulged the polemical hegemonic representation and documentation within 

the categories of gender and race.37 

I recognize that we have come a long way since the 1960s; I could also argue that the 

conversation of inclusion is more apparent in the global consciousness. However, I am motivated 

by the methods and thoughts that define the era of Third World Women’s Alliance, as I continue 

to see its remnants in the way that feminism has evolved to consider non-white people in its 

imagination. I will discuss Adrian Piper, and other non-white artists by whom I am moved by; 

however, I need to emphasize that these interpretations are my own and I by no means conflate 

their identity or subjectivity to be my own.    

                                                 
35 Lynda Nead, “Theorizing the Female Nude,” in The Female Nude: Art, Obscenity and Sexuality 

(NY: Routledge, 1992), 22-33.  
36  “Intersectionality,” Kimberlé Williams Crenshaw, “Mapping the Margins: Intersectionality, 

Identity Politics, and Violence against Women of Color,” Stanford Law Review 43, no. 6 (Jul 1991): 1241-
1299 

37I view Trinh as an example of this movement. I will cite her text on the Third World Women 
Alliance. Trinh T. Minh-Ha “Difference: ‘A Special Third World Women Issue’,” in Woman, Native, 
Other: Postcoloniality and Feminism (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1989), 79-116. 
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In the mutated racial landscape of America, “Brown” works as a composite of difference: 

A marginality that people of color seemingly wear in the eyes of the suppressor. Adrian Piper’s 

The Triple Negation of Colored Women Artists (1996) is an essay penned as a letter to the art 

world’s status quo. She critiques the spaces made available, or lack thereof, for non-white women 

in the arts. Piper continues to give examples of situations, or “items” of evidentiary support for her 

claim, of this active erasure that the art world takes part in. What Piper is pointing out here, is 

aligned with  intersectionality, the tenant which states that gender and race need to be considered 

in conjunction when it comes to identity and access.38 Spaces that allow for creative women of 

color are so few that women of color must fight for their own. This institutional flaw has locked 

out women of color from Academia’s hallowed halls.   

Piper’s essay is rooted in an amalgamation of critiques of her work and that of other CWA 

works. In her essay on how censorship is masked as a “selective” culture, Piper continues point to 

the gallery as a historical tool for active erasure of CWA. The gallery does not make room for 

women and, if it does, then it does so as a tokenizing act to fulfill a sociopolitical quota. In race 

and performance theorist Uri McMillan’s book, Embodied Avatars, he dissects these specific 

spaces that Piper demanded in 1990 in her initial publication of the essay later revisited in 1996 

for Out of Order, Out of Sight for MIT Press. For this review, I look at the main ideas in Chapter 

Three entitled “Plastic Possibilities” in Embodied Avatars which dissects the performance of 

Adrian Piper in her 1975 body of work, The Mythic Being, which considers alternative genders the 

way that gender resonates with Piper. The gender performance in The Mythic Being is neither male 

nor female, but is something in-between.  In this performance, Piper subversively plays with the 

                                                 
38 Adrian Piper, “The Triple Negation of Colored Women Artists,” in The Feminism and Visual 

Culture Reader (London: Routledge, 2003): 239-248 
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notion of a “vaguely” raced, gendered body and how this body gets to move in spaces Piper would 

usually inhabit.   

These performances, or ways of embodying representations, share a similar feminist 

methodology that opens up interpretations of bodies and specifically marked bodies: The bodies 

that are marked by a sociopolitical positionality such as race, class, and gender. What is a body 

that is twice (if not thrice) marked read as when embodying others? Do these layers of identity 

allow for more agency, or show more transparency in its intentions? Piper wore an afro wig, large-

framed sunglasses, and a moustache– specific signifiers which applied race onto herself. Piper 

sported an afro which, to her, signifies Blackness, showing her resistance to whitewashed hair 

fashions. 

This leads into yet another signifier the word “Brown” is usually used in tandem and is a 

conglomeration much like “Non-White.” Nitasha Tamar Sharma specifically defines the term 

“Brown” as the complete lack of whiteness. Brown is ambiguous, and at the same time, “this 

expression of Brownness as a political concept and identity in the 21st century is evidenced in 

communities that have arisen through global social networks and in hip hop music that discusses 

surveillance and oppression that links Arabs, South Asians, North Africans, and Muslims-and 

those mistaken for them-in their homelands and across diasporas.”39 

Trinh T. Minh Ha’s 1989 piece, Difference: A Special Third World Women Issue in her 

foundational work entitled Woman, Native, Other: Postcoloniality and Feminism, interrogates the 

duality of identity. Always using gender to situate herself, Trinh dissects the levels of what type 

of woman she is viewed as: as a minority, a member of class, race, and age. She puts race and 

gender first, not as a secondary statement. Being a woman of color is, to her, an undeniable fact 

                                                 
39 Cathy J. Schlund-Vials, Võ Linda Trinh, and Kevin Scott Wong, “Keywords for Asian American 

Studies,” in Keywords for Asian American Studies (New York University Press, 2015), 19. 
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noticed up front, a position critical of Judith Butler and Julie Kristeva (both white, female 

scholars). Trinh goes further to say that gender is not simply secondary in the sexual social 

imagination but a raced sex; a woman of color is tertiary, if considered at all. Influenced from the 

masters in diaspora and feminist methods such as Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, Gloria Anzaldúa, 

and Audre Lorde, Trinh channels the main arguments of each author’s influential work to 

synthesize a hopeful essay about the concerns of personal politics, of the turbulence of being all 

of these female identities at once.40  

Trinh demonstrated the marginality of being a woman, the always outsider view of being 

seen and seeing oneself, this mutated nomenclature of “woman” which thrives on being ever 

evolving, a never-static definition of gender for women. However, in this ever-evolving state, 

Trinh emphasizes the sighting of oneself as always different and never beyond “other.” This 

otherness or fetishizing of a raced woman, to Trinh, are not only women outside of the margins 

but women of color are also set outside so that they occupy a space of their own.  

Contrary to establishing space outside of convention, one can adapt to convention. 

Assimilation is a key term that lends itself space in this explicitly-capitalistic setting; Lisa Sun-

Hee Park defines assimilation as “an aspirational process and, as such, the point or value of 

assimilation is not necessarily to achieve it. Its usefulness resides in its nebulous state as a distant 

goal rather than as a reality. In this regard, the main issue of contention with respect to assimilation 

is not its definition but its intention.”41 Park also explains that “Asian Americans, as marginalized 

racial minority, are compelled to adapt their history to fit into the Orientalist drama that requires 

                                                 
40 Trinh T. Minh-Ha “Difference: ‘A Special Third World Women Issue’,” in Woman, Native, 

Other: Postcoloniality and Feminism (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1989), 79-116. 
41  Cathy J. Schlund-Vials, Võ Linda Trinh, and Kevin Scott Wong, in Keywords for Asian 

American Studies (New York: New York University Press, 2015), 15. 
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they play the outsiders repeatedly, all in an effort to establish their legitimate role as insiders. In 

essence, Asian Americans must be foreign in order to fit into the United States.”42  

“Racial formation is an always incomplete process of contestation and negotiation, of 

hegemony and resistance, and of imposition and adoption.”43 The various artists I have discussed 

utilized their bodies, philosophies, and lived experiences to challenge dominant social and psychic 

hegemonies. Their multi-hyphenated experiences morphed into philosophy, and their actions 

added to an archive of counter-culture production through artwork that interrogated the 

predominant Western-centric motives of the art world and beyond.  

Gender and race, through the lens of Adrian Piper and Third World Feminists, provided 

the context that, as an artist working within representational mediums, is abundant and ever 

evolving. The aesthetic strategies of Kalup Linzy and Alison S. M. Kobayashi directly influence 

the production of ECS. The way Linzy and Kobayashi use impersonations that are funny yet deeply 

felt to subvert the content of their primary sources served as an inspiration for me while I produced 

my project. While creating ECS, I examined Linzy’s work closely, especially his character work 

which read as hilarious yet intimate portrayals of women. The juxtaposition, as an actor, of being 

able to both poke fun at and care for a character is a special skill that is challenging to harness. 

Kobayashi’s video, which challenges the tenets of North American Girl Scouts yet, remains 

lighthearted in its delivery. The girls she portrays in her video are empathetic characters that 

innocently deliver information the way children speak without filters; revealing too much 

information. Kobayashi’s characters were an influence for me as I wrote the role of Van, a 

precocious eleven-year-old child who believes she is the manager of a nail salon. ECS had many 

                                                 
42 Schlund-Vials, Trinh, and Wong, 17. 
43 Schuland-Vials, Trinh, and Wong, 20. 
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influences, Yoko Ono is a permanent fixture in how I think about performance and absurdity, 

which infused a healthy amount of absurdity in my own practice. When the writing for ECS 

became to self-serious or stale, I think about how Ono would reimagine the task of writing or 

imagining a scene. Most importantly, ECS is not only about media but it is also about memory and 

nostalgia, therefore I returned to my original source which is my family. I often called my family 

to recall the memories and experiences of watching PBN together. And lastly, to circle back to my 

muse, my mother, who is an inspiration and a very funny woman.     
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CHAPTER THREE: PARIS BY NIGHT 

This chapter operates as an abbreviated history of Paris By Night (PBN), a Vietnamese 

language variety live show in circulation exclusively outside of Vietnam. Because PBN serves as 

a major source material for my dissertation project, I will provide an overview of its history. The 

sections below divulge how PBN is both a byproduct of and is affected by censorship from The 

Socialist Party of Vietnam. PBN is tonally and categorically unique in part, because PBN has 

deliberately refused a relationship with the homeland. In rejecting influences from The Socialist 

Party of Vietnam,44 PBN’s nebulous aesthetic is part anti-communist, part assimilation, and part 

capitalism, all the while upholding a diasporic identity. From its start, PBN was focused on 

resurrecting idyllic memories of prewar Vietnam, or the failed Republic of Vietnam which ceased 

to exist after the fall of Saigon on April 30th, 1975. On that day, the communist takeover of Vietnam 

changed the relationship of homeland; for many, this meant fleeing the country in search of a new 

home. The experience of those who are bonded by this traumatic migration created a sense of 

nostalgia for what could have been—the  fantasy of a Republic of Vietnam deeply felt by those 

who were in exile.45 

Emotional nostalgia threaded together the themes of early PBN. PBN has had an expansive 

career, spanning the length of almost fifty years to date (and still continuing its legacy). The show’s 

muse, the failed Republic of Vietnam, has also seen some changes. Within the past 45 years (since 

the fall of Saigon), the relationship between The Socialist Party of Vietnam and the variety show 

has fluctuated as globalization has heightened and foreign Vietnamese investors have contributed 

                                                 
44 Ashley Carruthers, “National Identity, Diasporic Anxiety and Music Video Culture in Vietnam," 

in House of Glass: Culture, Modernity, and the State in Southeast Asia, ed. Yao Souchou (Thailand: White 
Lotus Press, 2001), 119-149. 

45 Nhi T. Lieu, The American Dream in Vietnamese (Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota 
Press, 2011). 
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to new developments in Vietnam. ERIE COUNTY SMILE predominately borrows inspiration from 

early iterations of PBN, or what I consider to be the golden years46 of the production company.    

3.1 Paris By Night 

PBN was viewed by exilic Vietnamese families and had a major influence in shaping 

diasporic media for the Vietnamese abroad.47 Before expanding on the timeline of how PBN rose 

to prominence, I will touch upon its origin: the Thúy Nga distribution store. Before PBN, there 

was Thúy Nga, a Vietnamese music distribution shop founded in 1972 in Saigon by music 

professor Tô Văn Lai.48 Lai named the store after his wife.49 In Vietnam, the Thúy Nga shop 

gained popularity and Lai was considered to be part of the music elite. As the American War in 

Vietnam escalated, Lai immigrated to Paris, leaving behind the Thúy Nga shop, to become part of 

the largest wave of exodus from Vietnam after the fall of Saigon (1975). While living in exile in 

Paris, Lai saw a gap in the cultural media of the growing Vietnamese diaspora. Lai—still connected 

to musicians, composers and performers from his former homeland—saw an opportunity to fill the 

cultural void. Entertainers from Vietnam that Lai had befriended and collaborated with were also 

confronted with their refugee status as their celebrity did not mean much in their new home 

country. Singers from the old country maintained their relevance by performing at nightclubs that 

catered to a large Vietnamese diaspora; however, access to these shows was limited. In order to 

get the performances to a wider audience across the globe, performances needed to be recorded 

                                                 
46 Not a formal era of Paris By Night, but a formative time for me as a maker of media.  
47 Kieu Linh Caroline Valverde, “Making Vietnamese Music Transnational: Sounds of Home, 

Resistance and Change,” Amerasia Journal 29, no. 1 (2003): 29-50, accessed 05/10/2021 
10.17953/amer.29.1.1g7nm7m4715l40hv.  

48 Stuart D. Cunningham and Tina Nguyen, “Actually Existing Hybridity: Vietnamese Diasporic 
Music Video”, in Transnationalism: Routledge Research in Transnationalism, ed. Karim H. Karim, 
(London: UK, Routledge, 2006),7. 

49 Thuy Nga Productions, “Thuy Nga: About,” thuynga.com, 2021, Accessed on June 20, 2021. 
https://thuynga.com/en_us/about/. 
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and distributed via videotape and cassette. Because of this distribution need, the show was created 

in 1983.50 Lai and company started to produce and compile music videos; these compilations came 

together and started to solidify, thereby creating the first generation of Paris By Night. The 

predictable structure of PBN is important to its viewers; the result of knowing what to expect gives 

consumers comfort. Entire episodes of PBN range from four to six hours, packed with over one 

hundred performances. As the program gained more confidence, it garnered attention from 

performers and grew its roster, making runtime longer as it matured.51   

PBN is comprised of live, multi-genre musical performances combined with theater and 

comedy. With the exception of two notable episodes which combined pre-recorded music videos 

with interstitials from Vietnamese emcees and comedians, all PBN shows are performed and 

recorded before a live audience. PBN episodes one through twenty-two were filmed in Paris, hence 

its name. Then PBN began distributing and filming internationally in America and Canada. 

Unchanged from its earlier iteration are the hosts, writer Nguyễn Ngọc Ngạn, and daughter of 

former Vietnamese Prime Minister Nguyễn Cao Kỳ Duyên.  

The general structure of the show is as follows: First, there is a large opening number 

featuring the current brightest stars from the diaspora. At the close of the first performance, the 

hosts enter center stage to introduce the theme of the show. To the side of the stage, Nguyễn Ngọc 

Ngạn and Nguyễn Cao Kỳ Duyên present the next musical act with “small talk:” scripted anecdotes 

and jokes about diasporic lifestyle. While they banter, the center stage is transformed with set 

designs for the upcoming song to be performed. In the last third of the show, there is a dramedy 

                                                 
50Nhi T. Lieu, “Performing Culture in Diaspora: Assimilation and Hybridity in Paris by Night 

Videos and Vietnamese American Niche Media,” in Alien Encounters: Popular Culture in Asian America, 
ed.Mimi Thi Nguyen and Thuy Linh Nguyen Tu (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2007), 194– 220. 

51 Recent episode, Paris By Night 130: Glamor in Singapore (filmed in 2020) rings in at a total of 
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sketch, usually written by Nguyễn Ngọc Ngạn or another well-known comedian. These sketches 

are forty-minute to one-hour-long performances that often use satire to comment on current affairs 

or the minutiae of diasporic life.52 

PBN attracted attention from the Vietnamese diasporic community for selecting music 

censored by the Vietnamese communist regime. By listening to music that was banned in their 

homeland, the diasporic community could symbolically exhale knowing that they were in a new 

home country while enjoying music that reminded them of their homeland. During the height of 

censorship, censored music from Vietnamese composers were contraband yet popular amongst the 

then-adolescent, now-adult refugees living abroad. The music from their youth was revived by 

PBN. Censorship of certain songs during the early era of the communist regime in Vietnam was in 

part due to its early leadership (circa 1976) needing to take control of all aspects of media 

circulation. Songs that elicited strong feelings of melancholy or longing for a past time (and of 

course songs that outright rejected the new regime) were taken off the airwaves and their 

composers were besmirched and considered to be traitors to the new and fragile communist state. 

While PBN underwent waves of censorship in Vietnam, it was never intended to air in the 

motherland. PBN was a commodity of diasporic value only, but family members abroad wanted 

to share this hot commodity with their families back home. Pirated tapes were shipped back and 

shared unofficially.53 Today, however, with the bans lifted and the government unable to censor 

the world wide web, 54 formerly contraband songs are considered classics and widely played and 

performed both at home and abroad.     

                                                 
52 Nhi T. Lieu, The American Dream in Vietnamese (Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota 

Press, 2011). 
53 Kieu Linh Caroline Valverde, “Making Vietnamese Music Transnational: Sounds of Home, 

Resistance and Change,” Amerasia Journal 29, no.1 (2003): 29. accessed June 12, 2021 
50,10.17953/amer.29.1.1g7nm7m4715l40hv 

54 Unlike China, Vietnam does not have the infrastructure for online censorship.  
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In Vietnam, harsh censorship comes in waves from overbearing to lax; currently, 

communist censorship in Vietnam is hardly an issue. Because of PBN’s decidedly anti-

communistic stance, it stands apart from the media originating in Vietnam and therefore has its 

own separate identity. The aesthetic of PBN is a mix of Vietnamese translations of French and 

American popular media such as cabaret and vaudeville. The over-the-top live performances and 

ethno-musical showcases parallel with the extravagance of “Eurovision.” Although “Eurovision” 

is a competition, its insularity55 and goal to specifically highlight ethnicity is similar to PBN. 

PBN’s vision for itself is to make an aesthetic that commemorates the collective memory of the 

homeland while also paving way for the new, decidedly Westward-leaning way of living. For 

example, American MTV music videos were influential for the first few episodes of the series.  

During PBN’s infancy in the mid-1980s, each show was more like a compilation of music 

videos edited together with a presenter in between each song or segment. The presenters would 

speak to a camera as they walked through well-known attractions in France. The camera would 

follow the hosts as they walked along the River Seine and their scripted banter would cue the 

audience into the next song or music video. The live banter tied the show together; the connective 

tissue of PBN were these interstitial conversational bits that linked one overly produced music 

video to the other.  

Within four years, PBN gained enough traction to host a fully live show. Today, PBN’s 

structure remains as it ushers in new content for loyal consumers. The audience of PBN has 

changed and most importantly, aged. PBN found it increasingly difficult to garner interest from a 

younger generation while competing with well-funded and well-produced Western music. PBN in 

its current form is rather complex, and for the sake of my project, it will not be covered much in 
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this body of research. This project specifically looks at PBN from 1983 to pre-streaming PBN even 

though PBN’s most recent episodes deal with the pandemic and their programming has expanded 

to other streaming and YouTube videos.  

3.2 Nostalgia: A Memory Without Roots 

This section expands on the notions of nostalgia in regards to cultural production and 

utilizes PBN as a case study for how nostalgia operates in cultural media production because it 

sources its material from and contributes to the collective nostalgia of the Vietnamese abroad. I 

rely on the definitions and elaborations of nostalgia from Svetlana Boym’s The Future of Nostalgia 

(2001). Boym writes, “Nostalgia tantalizes us with its fundamental ambivalence; it is about the 

repetition of the unrepeatable, materialization of the immaterial.”56 Nostalgia’s value is nested in 

the fact that whatever is longed for is gone and we are now left with the unending task of recreating 

how it made us feel. Nostalgia, in the sense of PBN’s Vietnam, is both the product and the chase. 

Arguably, the idealized Vietnam referenced in PBN never existed. It was a conglomeration of 

idealized Vietnams; it is, and at the same time, is not a Vietnam that still remembers a separation 

between the north and south, a Vietnam under French occupation.57 The idealized Vietnam was 

potentially peaceful; however, nowhere in recent memory did that Vietnam exist. The country 

underwent famine, colonization, and war after war.  

The Vietnam that PBN and its captive audience held onto is a figment of homeland that 

allows them to refuse the current state of their country of residence. This compartmentalization (of 

homeland versus country-of-residence) is in part the reason for the success of PBN. The survival 

of this body of media is dependent on a collective, idealized memory of homeland. Vietnamese 

                                                 
56 Svetlana Boym, The Future of Nostalgia (New York, NY: Basic Books, 2001), xvii. 
57 Keith W. Taylor, A History of the Vietnamese (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013). 
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American media is distinctively its own, having severed its ties from the home country. The 

identity of the exilic community has been encapsulated in the term Việt Kiều.58 A Việt Kiều is 

someone who leaves Vietnam and returns (or does not return) as an “overseas Vietnamese.” The 

positionality of a Việt Kiều is inherently political as they are viewed as “privileged outsiders.” The 

privilege of leaving or having the means to leave creates a complicated relationship for the Việt 

Kiều with Vietnam, especially within the context of PBN. According to Nhi T. Lieu, a media 

theorist and historian who looks at PBN as a case study of exilic media, PBN is special in terms of 

diasporic cultural production: “Unlike other immigrants, who welcomed the potential for 

transnational exchanges between the diaspora and the homeland, Vietnamese exiles vehemently 

rejected cultural productions that originated in the Socialist Republic of Vietnam.”59 The rejection 

of the politics of Socialist Republic of Vietnam by the Việt Kiều is ontological; to be a Việt Kiều 

is to be of and outside Vietnam. To come back to Boym’s reflections, this complex duality is also 

the defining quality of nostalgia. 

Nostalgia polices its own community, meaning that nostalgia controls how memory 

operates within a community. While the show itself has solidified its position as anti-Vietnamese 

government, the artists from PBN continue to return to Vietnam to do well-paid performances for 

their former audience. To the diasporic audience around the globe, these performers are seen as 

traitors, taking money and residuals from a place that has been deemed a lost cause. The performers 

who return to Vietnam to entertain the Vietnam that they lost are seen as engaging in a form of 
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59 Nhi T. Lieu, “Performing Culture in Diaspora: Assimilation and Hybridity in Paris by Night 

Videos and Vietnamese American Niche Media,” in Alien Encounters: Popular Culture in Asian America, 
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betrayal for the Việt Kiều audience.60 This conflict of betrayal is often the subject of gossip 

surrounding the show; in extreme cases, performers have been removed from the PBN roster as a 

result.  

3.3 Character Plays 

Since its creation, Paris By Night has been hosted by Nguyễn Ngọc Ngạn (NNN) and 

Nguyễn Cao Kỳ Duyên (NCKD). NNN is a Vietnamese-Canadian writer who became known in 

the diasporic community for his autobiographical work chronicling his time seeking refuge in 

Canada as he and many others journeyed there by boat. NCKD is the daughter of former prime 

minister of the Republic of Vietnam. His time served in office was concurrent to the American 

War in Vietnam and importantly, for the context of PBN, in a pre-communist Vietnam. NCKD’s 

pedigree helped earn her position of emcee for PBN as a poster child for the post-refugee 

Vietnamese bourgeois. NCKD immigrated to the US after the fall of Saigon; being part of the 

youngest post-war refugee generation, she was the idealized model of the new Vietnamese 

daughter. She was academically successful, and she remained fluent in Vietnamese despite 

emigrating at a young age. She was a symbol of hope for the older generation of the first wave of 

the diaspora.  

The pairing of NCKD and NNN worked in that NNN was eleven years her elder and was 

the voice of the older generation, while NCKD represented the younger generation. One role 

NCKD was to embody was the idealized new woman of the post-refugee experience. Her 

perspective and curiosities eased the fears of erasure from the older generation of refugees and 
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new immigrants; whether her perspective was truly reflective of that of the younger generation 

seemed irrelevant.61  

NNN is a recognizable character within the Vietnamese expatriated community. He is 

intrinsically linked to PBN and is recognized by voice alone by avid followers of the variety show. 

In the days of cassette and audiotapes, NNN was a fixture in the diasporic community as a 

storyteller. He would do voice recordings of the mystery or ghost stories he wrote. He would also 

invite famous stars from the PBN roster to do dramatic readings of the scripts he had written. 

Cassette tapes of audiobooks from NNN and friends were quite popular across generations; parents 

would play these tapes in their households with the hopes of keeping the Vietnamese language 

vivid in their children’s memory.  

A constant fear from first generation Vietnamese refugees is that their children may forget 

their mother tongue. For the first generation of Vietnamese Americans, language was utilized as 

the root of culture—to understand the culture was to understand Vietnamese. And PBN was one 

of the channels through which language was weaponized. During live PBN interstitials with special 

young guests, NNN formed a habit of complimenting younger talents on their ability to speak 

Vietnamese. He would tease someone for not being able to speak Vietnamese fluently, 

commenting on the stiffness of their tongues,62 If younger guests  mixed up the order of verb 

tenses, NNN would tell the audience that the child had directly translated from English to 

Vietnamese therefore creating awkward sentence structures. He would make light of it while trying 

to use that moment as an example of what it looks and sounds like to lose one’s culture.  

                                                 
61 Nguyen Le Hanh Nguyen, “The Process to Rapprochement between Vietnam and its Diaspora 
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A common analogy used among an older generation, also deployed by NNN, is the 

American banana versus a Vietnamese banana. In the imagination of the diaspora, the “American” 

banana is seen as a having a bright yellow peel with white starchy flesh whereas the “Vietnamese” 

banana is relatively petite in size and its fruiting body is yellow throughout, both peel and flesh. 

This analogy helped the audience to form ideas about the “types” of children they wanted to raise 

and to criticize younger generations for seeming Vietnamese only in their outer appearance while 

erasing “Vietnamese-ness” at their core.  

To PBN, language was a way to keep culture alive within the younger diaspora. PBN seems 

to posit that a Vietnamese child would be less Vietnamese if they were to forget how to speak 

Vietnamese. This set a moral imperative to make sure one’s Vietnamese children spoke perfect 

Vietnamese while still assimilating within Western, capitalist countries like America.  

PBN encouraged parents to watch with their family, especially their children. Since the 

program itself was three-five hours long and completely in Vietnamese, this was a formative 

experience that captivated and activated the older generation’s nostalgia and hoped to engage the 

new generation as well. Elders hoped the younger generations would listen to the language, hear 

the stories told, and understand their ancestry in all its complexity and humor. There was a sense 

of responsibility and expectation within each episode; it wasn’t just entertainment; it was also an 

education. Due to this, PBN gained major traction and became one of the leading producers and 

distributors of diasporic entertainment for the Vietnamese living abroad.  

3.4 The Roles of Morality, Representation and Responsibility 

Currently PBN’s headquarters is in the city of Westminster in Orange County, California 

in an area known as “Little Saigon,” a cultural hub for the Vietnamese diaspora. “Little Saigon” is 

home to a large population of Vietnamese refugees from southern Vietnam, predominately from 
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Ho Chi Minh City. Before the communist takeover of Vietnam, Ho Chi Minh City was formerly 

known as Saigon. “Little Saigon” is named after pre-occupation Ho Chi Minh City. Saigon no 

longer exists but its memory lives on within the nostalgic refugee community situated in southern 

California. The secret of PBN’s appeal was that it stoked the emotions of leaving a homeland, 

nostalgia for a pre-war ideology and the urge to assimilate into American society to become “good” 

contributors to American capitalism. Media scholar Nhi T. Lieu aptly names PBN a “postrefugee 

commodity.”63 The variety show commodified the postrefugee identity, ushering capitalism into 

the new diaspora in a deeply personal way.  

Without calling capitalism by its name, PBN adopted the bootstrap mentality of America. 

Pulling oneself up by their own bootstraps, a common metaphor used for the mythic of white 

sufficiency, is a common theme of morality in PBN. This association is in part how PBN embraces 

the model minority myth, which forces Asians into a stereotype of high earning potential and 

tokenizing representations that renders us as perpetual foreigners. Even though PBN is a 

conglomeration (with large-scale financial sponsors), it still considers itself a family business, 

which is a point of pride for the PBN company since its competitors are owned by shareholders.64 

As a family-owned and operated establishment, PBN has cache within the diasporic community 

from its mixture of new money and old family values. The variety show poised itself as a company 

that values the Vietnamese family which validates the model of a nuclear family, a theme often 

inserted into its programming. PBN’s strategy for survival is simultaneously both assimilation of 

traditional values in new land and nostalgia for old tradition. Whether this position is from PBN 
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or its audience, it is hard to tell. Is PBN echoing desires from its public or creating the dreams to 

begin with? All of this is to say that its influence over its target (?) audience is immense.   

The moral framework built into PBN’s programming incited fear of losing one’s culture so 

much so that families who did not pass on the language to their children would feel that it was a 

personal failure. PBN promotes important familial values within their shows while also stressing 

the work ethic of the exilic community. PBN claims that the space for the new diaspora is within 

the workforce; this coincides with the growing amount of nail salons owned by Vietnamese 

Americans. 65  PBN often has comedy skits that are set within the nail salon to validate this 

economic experience of the Vietnamese American. The point of these skits (usually written by 

NNN) is to allow their audiences to be seen while also trying to unpack the experiences of the 

workforce. The skits are usually humorous with an overlying morality serving as a dramatic 

punchline. The lessons are usually around the dangers of wanting too much material wealth, or a 

parent becoming too controlling or rigid which makes the child rebel and run away, or something 

as innocuous as the wrongness of buying pirated PBN DVDs and tapes. Stories stress the quality 

of obedience in the new diaspora. PBN took it upon themselves to not only imagine but also 

prescribe what the model Vietnamese American should look like. 

 What PBN has come to envision, as the ultimate depiction of the excellent Vietnamese 

American household, is ultimately hegemonic and limiting. PBN, in a critical, post-colonial 

theoretical sense, is embroiled in pitfalls such as homophobic jokes, anti-Chinese rhetoric, and 

sexism.66 Its programming is outdated and fails to keep a younger, politically engaged generation 
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captive. In most episodes of PBN, NNN and NCKD make fun of each other. NNN remarks on how 

women should stay in their place as mother and wife, usually urging the men in the audience to 

laugh along or agree to his antics. NCKD, who is taller than NNN, usually emasculates him and 

takes the stance of the “modern woman,” cajoling other women to join in on her antics. These 

jokes are part of the infrastructure of the show; the idea that they are not attracted to each other 

somehow needs to be proven time and time again.  

The stable, on-stage relationship NNN and NCKD portray is important to PBN: Together 

they represent a bridge between older generations of the working class and the new Vietnamese 

elite. Their onstage banter holds space for the new diaspora to think about their positionality with 

themselves, the next generation, and what the future of their identity holds while remaining critical 

of their homeland.  

The hosts do so much more than introduce the upcoming talents; they echo sentiments from 

the diaspora back onto itself. Letters from the viewership are read by NNN and NCKD to the 

audience; they then discuss the question and give anecdotes or their opinions on how to resolve 

the issue at hand. Fan mail makes the issues of the viewership into a larger community 

conversation. The questions range from innocuous banter to profound questions about perspective 

or identity. For example, a letter noted that a title NNN had used for a Chinese author was incorrect 

and came from a place of anti-Chinese rhetoric; NNN apologized and corrected himself while also 

noting anti-Chinese sentiment exists amongst the diaspora. It is commonplace in PBN to talk about 

the “cheap materials” and toxic substances that come from Chinese manufacturers. Even though 

PBN is anti-globalization at its core, the show is too nearsighted to see that PBN itself is the child 

of globalization, the very structure it critiques. Perhaps it feels justified in that Vietnam sees itself 

in the shadow of China in terms of capital and trade, and therefore a critique of this conglomerate 
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imperial power is not seen as a slight against an ethnic class but a criticism of an elite regime, the 

Communist Party of China. This again places PBN into its position of anti-communist rhetoric.  

This conversation has been seemingly frozen in time, in the time capsule of PBN in which 

this conversation is referenced again and again. The conversations about home do not reference a 

Vietnam that exists today but a Vietnam before they left. The Vietnam they reference is perceived 

within a vacuum in an idealized, pre-war state. The very imagination and memory of pre-war 

Vietnam connects the audience and holds them together; the collective memory or shared nostalgia 

is the central fabric of PBN.   

3.5 Identity and Class Construction 

Although PBN’s mission is to fill the cultural gap for the booming Vietnamese diaspora, it 

also protects its presence by reminding its captive audience of their own fear of losing younger 

generations to a completely Westernized lifestyle. PBN, through each episode, solidifies a model 

of the Vietnamese abroad, a Việt Kiều. By making media to inform a Việt Kiều audience, there is 

an intention to muddy the line between representation and documentation. PBN depends on its 

viewership to send in letters; some noted errors that were caught from the previous recording and 

some were fan mail meant for singers and dancers from the program. Either way, this exchange 

has made PBN even more powerful as an exilic medium: it has become a mirror to the growing 

population of Việt Kiều.  

I argue that a medium that listens to, or even purportedly engages with an audience, is a 

powerful medium. PBN, by reaching out to its viewers, amplifies the experience of the diaspora.67 
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Despite the effort of engaging with its audience through letter reading and its “openness” to 

criticism to show its relatability, PBN is, at its core, an elite project. It is not interested in reflecting 

the public in which it serves; rather, PBN serves its own classist interest. The company is built to 

fill in the cultural gap for those who could afford it. While PBN constructed and portrayed their 

view of the new exilic identity, it simultaneously established a class dynamic. The live shows 

catered to a higher division of the Vietnamese working class while the VHS tapes were reserved 

for the those who could not travel to see the shows. VHSs were copied or pirated to pass on to 

others or family members, which led to the hosts of PBN allocating time within certain segments 

of the show to talk about piracy and to urge viewers to stop. The producers of the show would, 

from time to time, come on the show and talk about how much this financially hurts the family 

and how they are barely breaking even to produce the elaborate shows. This was humbling, and it 

was also fallacious. I argue that without piracy, PBN would not be as influential nor as well-known 

as it is today. Pirated versions of PBN allowed the show to overcome censorship efforts in Vietnam 

in the earlier days. While PBN loses revenue from piracy, it has found other sources to fund its 

luxurious sets and live shows. 

While PBN flourished in the Western world, and was enjoyed (and critiqued) by the 

diaspora community, it was also censored in the homeland. As the show became increasingly 

popular within the diaspora, it received global recognition from Vietnamese audiences worldwide. 

As censorship from Vietnam grows less aggressive, news of exilic stars traveling back and forth 

to the homeland to visit or perform become less sensationalized. Lighter censorship combined with 

the help of pirated copies and online streaming services helps PBN make its way back to Vietnam. 

PBN claims that it has never officially sold any of its copies in Vietnam, but its influences and 

references have made its way there via a black market.  
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PBN was predominately circulated throughout Vietnam via pirated tapes and DVDs. Even 

though its messaging is distinctively anti-current-Vietnamese regime, PBN, unlike other 

competing Vietnamese diasporic media production companies like Asia Productions and Van 

Song, is not so forthcoming about political stances. At times they are quite anti-communist, using 

a backdrop of the new anti-communist Vietnamese flag for a closing number.68 The new flag 

qualifies the memory of a failed People’s Republic of Vietnam as a symbol of unity and the 

preservation of nostalgia.   

3.6 The Value of Cultural Artifact 

A familiar physical manifestation of PBN amongst the diaspora are the VHS tapes and 

DVDs of the show. These objects are a part of an unspoken archive. They do not have a high 

monetary value but hold cultural power as a validation of PBN’s legacy. Watching and engaging 

with PBN has created connection and a social caché amongst the community at large. The objects 

themselves do not gain value with time, just like other media artifacts that degrade as newer models 

get ushered in. However, possessing the VHSs and DVDs in their original form adds social value 

by marking the viewer as a longtime, loyal audience member and collector.  

The resale market for PBN memorabilia is not teeming with buyers. The resale value of 

these artifacts—DVDs and VHS tapes—is negligible. PBN currently produces more episodes 

trying to sustain and grow its empire; therefore, its novelty is still present and is not completely a 

thing of the past. PBN is still in the business of creating diasporic media content, resisting 

relegation to memorabilia status. Its viewership, in any case, had already rendered the vessel that 

carries the media worthless through piracy, by circulating and prioritizing the message of PBN.  
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Viewers that engage with PBN can find most episodes online for free. Currently on 

YouTube, Thúy Nga Productions69 has its own channel and is gaining revenue through the service; 

this is where PBN seems to be focusing some of its energy today. Although PBN does not make a 

habit of releasing entire shows on YouTube, full length episodes can be found. PBN makes well-

produced studio shows for its YouTube channel, inviting musicians to play acoustic versions of 

their greatest hits. This outlet—highlighting toned-down intimate performances with less 

pageantry—is yet another opportunity for PBN to fulfill its role in the homes of the diaspora. By 

examining its strategies to become omnipresent, it is difficult to perceive PBN as anything other 

than propagandistic media. Using streaming services for easy access and even making content 

specific to YouTube was a way for PBN to propel itself into the next generation, however effective 

that may be. Considering PBN has seemingly lost its grip on the current generation of the diaspora, 

it is still taking on the challenge to remain relevant.  

The mission statement of PBN (to obsessively reiterate the origin of the diaspora and 

malaise towards the failed Republic of Vietnam) might be completely lost on the youngest of the 

Vietnamese abroad. And so, the questions evolve: Can PBN be effective if its purpose is unknown 

to its audience? Is it as valuable when its viewership completely forgoes the political sentiment 

that fire branded PBN? Or inversely, does PBN need to keep reiterating its positionality? The 

effects of this media strategy have already been enacted on the initial generation, which educates 

the generation after and sets a precedent on the behaviors of a community. I argue that this current 

generation of Vietnamese Americans is less tethered to the identity of exile than the one before, 

growing exponentially less and less attached to the “unreturnable” homeland. And if this is so, 

then PBN (it is current form) has seen the end of its reign as a powerful media outlet.   
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Previously, PBN was copied and shared amongst community members which resulted in 

the company becoming less dependent on sales of VHS tapes and more invested in sponsorships. 

Sponsors of Thúy Nga Productions were predominately large companies either owned or operated 

by diasporic entrepreneurs. This support system has aided PBN through financial uncertainty. PBN 

had to find ways to spotlight its new patrons; in more recent episodes, it has taken cues from game 

shows to incorporate enterprises that supported its ventures. NNN and NKCD enter the audience 

with a voucher and make a statement about the sponsor’s support, spotlighting the product, then 

call on one audience member to answer trivia questions to win the voucher. Special trivia features 

involve stars of the show. A singer stands center stage and delivers a half-completed line of a song 

lyric, and an audience member has to finish the rest as part of the game.  

Often, the rewards are cash prizes. Audiences sometimes complain that NNN and NKCD 

do not pick audience members from the mezzanine levels, remarking that people in the mezzanine 

“cheap seats” need the cash more. Earlier on its production, hosts would read letters from fans 

across the globe. At times the showrunner or producers would come on stage to address some 

overwhelming concerns from the public, such as the rising prices of tapes and tickets to live events. 

Most letters, written by loyal watchers of the show, were read aloud to the audience. Some were 

jokes that impressed NNN, while other fan mail was from eligible bachelorettes asking for the 

names of a certain dancers in a hip-hop number. Although the reading of letters was spotlighted 

less and less, fan mail continued to flood into PBN’s offices.   

PBN’s mission is a large undertaking – building a body of work that both shapes and 

upholds a special, idealized exilic identity. PBN is purposefully removed from Vietnam; however, 

being removed is an active state that encounters transition and is not static. As Vietnam changed 

and lightened its restrictions, the relationship between PBN and its muse has changed as well. The 
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creation of PBN is based on its distance from Vietnam. Understandably, diasporic media spends 

more of its energy expanding on the status of a contested identity. PBN works at the intersection 

of home and country, embracing the conflict that comes with its territory.   
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CHAPTER FOUR: ERIE COUNTY SMILE 

Media theorists have used the term narcissism to collapse subjectivity and objectivity.70 I 

want to trace the ways in which the argument is placed on subjecthood. Media theorist Rosalind 

Kraus points to narcissism as a tool of subjecthood, meaning that the maker solidifies their status 

through the object (self) by pointing the camera back onto the maker. By extension, the object in 

frame solidifies the subjectivity of the filmmaker. By way of back-peddling through these 

positions, I make an argument for yet another form of narcissism. I argue that in my position as a 

young Vietnamese American woman, subjectivity means the erasure of my identities via lack of 

representation. Thus, I argue for the value of narcissism in my practice; for the replication and 

representation of my particular self and self-hood in a media by and for a white audience. To dive 

deeper, I am interested in ways in which I can replicate myself or insert myself over and over again 

to challenge the lack of abundance of non-white media. This narcissism, as I am using it combined 

with humor, is a mode of survival for marginal actors like myself. To see oneself in joy, laughter, 

and humor is a form of caretaking for one’s self-image and beyond.  

In this chapter, I explain the method of character production, why I chose to play multiple 

characters in ECS, and the process of making ECS. Within the section of producing ECS, I divulge 

the experience of collaboratively creating a short film in a virtual setting due to the COVID-19 

pandemic. I process this experience by looking at the concept of failure and framing humor as a 

strategy of survival. 

                                                 
70  Rosalind Krauss, “Video: The Aesthetics of Narcissism,” October 1 (1976): 50, 

https://doi.org/10.2307/778507. 
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4.1 Making a Case for Narcissism: Parody and Representation 
Through Repetition 

There is a long tradition of cultural productions in which one actor played many characters 

within one production. Well known examples that were formative for me were: Eddy Murphy’s 

The Nutty Professor (1996) and the Austin Powers series (1997-2002) in which Mike Myers plays 

multiple roles that are in conflict with each other. Myers takes to parodying spy films that 

vehemently celebrate toxic masculinity in Austin Powers while remaining loyal to the structure of 

procedural espionage films.71 I am completely motivated by the tactic of humor that both cares for 

and interrogates its source material while still complicating and dissecting its meaning via humor. 

I argue that reproducing oneself through characters is a form of narcissism; this narcissism carries 

no negative connotation, but I argue that it is a method of combining contemplation of media, 

identities, and how media (in this case, film) allows creative makers to confront multiple identities 

at once. The multiplicity of the self is allowed to be played back, examined, and layered, an 

experience that technology, such as green screens, has implemented.       

In ERIE COUNTY SMILE(ECS), aside from my parents and animated “helpers,” I play 

every single character. It is imperative that I play every single character; it is also important to 

recognize the limitations and implications behind that choice. The audience are a sea of “me” and 

the interactions are between myself and me. Rosalind Krauss’s Video: The Aesthetics of 

Narcissism posits the very medium of video to be of a narcissistic practice, not in the sense of 

psychology but in a physical manner, in its subject. The camera is pointed at the maker or at the 

object of the maker’s attention. 72 Krauss teases apart Vito Acconci’s Centers (1971), where 

                                                 
71 Austin Powers: The Spy Who Shagged Me, directed by Jay Roach (New Line Cinema, 1999), 

1:35:00. https://play.hbomax.com/feature/urn:hbo:feature:GXdu2UAdZUKXCPQEAADfG. 
72  Rosalind Krauss, “Video: The Aesthetics of Narcissism,” October 1 (1976): 50, 

https://doi.org/10.2307/778507. 
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Acconci points at the center of the camera for the duration of the film, remarking on the medium 

and maker being one with each other. Perhaps this is a practice of control. Acconci holds the viewer 

captive almost as if to “point” out the attention placed in Centers is attention itself. I bring attention 

to how Acconci arrests his audience with a finger pointed at them, as if it is their fault for looking. 

It is to both say “how dare you” and “don’t look away” in the same representation. Krauss posits 

that narcissism is practiced in Centers to deploy the message of film itself, a singular method of 

perspective, of representation. In my own work, I adopt this perspective as I engage viewers to 

look closer at the multiple representations of myself. My characters, elaborate and absurd, demand 

that the viewers to look closer at the multiplicity of identity. ECS is an indulgent, imaginative 

practice of narcissism. The complexity of holding a multitude of selves is a common immigrant 

experience; this project is about enlightening and illuminating that aspect of the migrant 

experience. Most importantly, these characters are funny, they were created to bring levity and 

humor.  

4.2 Planning and Other Failures 

In January of 2020, my untitled dissertation project was set to begin its planning phase. I 

reached out to curators, creators, and collaborators about working together on a project. In its first 

iteration, the project was supposed to be a stage production with vats of dark water on stage and 

video projections onto this. Initially, I had intended the production to be a one-woman-show. Then 

I wanted to add dancers, soI had arranged to work with a dramaturg. In the months leading to the 

beginning of 2020, I traveled to New York City to see numerous off-Broadway shows, taking 

mental notes as I watched. To me, these shows proved to be the most productive form of research 

as I took in the act of liveness. I noticed that, as a performance unfolds, the movement from one 

moment to the next dissipates immediately on the stage. This idea is fervently discussed in 
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performance theorist Peggy Phelan’s work. Peggy Phelan describes these notions of liveliness so 

aptly in her ground-breaking text, Unmarked: The Politics of Performance: “Performance’s only 

life is in the present. Performance cannot be saved, recorded, documented, or otherwise participate 

in the circulation of representation of representations.”73  In avoiding the area of documentation, 

or as Phelan might argue, a “representation,” I wanted to perform in spaces that held presence as 

sacred. The plays I had gone to see were not recorded nor kept for posterity; they lived then they 

“died” there in the theater. The act of seeking or finding remarkable the spirit of liveness is 

articulated best by performance studies scholar, Suk-Young Kim, who in the following statement 

engages with Phelan’s notion of performativity: “It is the spirit of looking at live events as the flip 

side of disappearance and death on which her insistence on live events’ irreparability rests.”74 Kim 

extrapolates the theme of liveness or movement as “dying” immediately after it is performed, as 

described in Phelan’s in Mourning Sex. The death refers to the effect of ephemerality, a deeply felt 

gesture that once something exists within a moment, it may never happen again. The time-based 

medium of performance is appealing in that the alchemy of what is happening is hyper-specific 

and dependent on non-replicable elements.   

 The element of liveness drew me in. The very premise of my audience having a moment 

with me and then never having that same moment again, was the phenomenon I was chasing. I am 

now reflecting on this complicated obsession with ephemerality as an insecurity, something I will 

remark upon later in this chapter. Trying to quell my insecurity, and to keep things exciting and 

fresh, I wanted to integrate technology, such as high-resolution projectors, into the project. I would 

think about stage tricks and how to integrate technology, to project bodies into the theater space. 

                                                 
73 Peggy Phelan. Unmarked: The Politics of Performance (London: Routledge, 1993), 46. 
74 Suk-Young Kim, "Liveness: Performance of Ideology and Technology in the Changing Media 

Environment," Oxford Research Encyclopedia of Literature. March 29. 2017, accessed March 27 2021. 
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In preparation for this piece, I began compiling video snippets from Paris By Night of Nguyễn 

Ngọc Ngạn (the most senior emcee) preaching Vietnamese moral-isms to the audience and making 

sexist remarks about what the ideal Vietnamese wife should be able to provide. I intended to 

project these recordings onto a scrim (a fine, netted material allowing some light to pass through 

so the image would seem like a hologram), and create a completely fabricated dialogue from these 

findings.  Nguyễn Ngọc Ngạn’s ghostly digital body would perform next to mine as I interacted 

with him. I would re-act to an already enacted video but compiled to my liking so I could 

interrogate what he had already said.  

Originally, the theme of my performance was based on the metaphor of water. I thought 

about how water-centric the Vietnamese language is and wanted to reflect that idea conceptually 

in my work. I met with fabricators to make large, shallow water tables that I could perform in. The 

shallow vats were wide enough for me to lay, move around and dance within. The fabricators I 

worked with had previously fabricated water tables for me, with speakers embedded within the 

tables for a project in 2017 entitled Mekong Sounds in which the motors from the speakers moved 

the water, moving the floating bits of fruit I had placed in the water table. This water was colored 

with ink, making it dark and murky to resemble the water at the actual Mekong Delta, the primary 

source of inspiration for that project. Having worked with this particular fabricator, I used that 

project as a reference. I was still thinking about water, how its movement and general awe of using 

it as an element of performance was striking to me.  

The shallow water tables were to serve as my stage and I would perform inside of them. I 

had plans to build three water structures, I would have the scrim hang over one of them and dancers 

would perform in the other. When there were no dancers in the other table, then I would project 

images or words onto the water’s surface. I would move around in the water, causing ripples to 
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“manipulate” and distort the projected language. It was all supposed to be very visceral. But alas, 

none of this happened, at least not yet. In the future, beyond the pandemic, I hope to resurrect this 

project and its depths that still linger in my mind.   

While grieving the loss of everything in the planned performance that came before, I have 

been inspired by and motivated by failure. By March 2020, I knew that the physicality, the touch 

and presence of the dissertation project, would have to dissipate and become something else. 

Ultimately it was the failure conceived by my own ego that I had to contend with, which took 

months. Two stubborn months to be exact. During the span of two months, I consumed more media 

than I’ve ever watched in that span of time. The outside world was quiet and I was genuinely afraid 

of the pandemic. I was, along with the rest of the American public living in a pandemic, in 

lockdown. I think it is important to reflect upon a feeling of failure that extended into a collective, 

public experience. 

 

4.3 Collaboration and Other Practices 

This section will expand on the practice of collaboration and the creative process of remote 

filmmaking. The historic COVID-19 pandemic caused a world-wide shut down starting in 2020. 

For me, lockdown went into effect in March 2020 and continued throughout the production of my 

dissertation creative project. ECS was completely fabricated in several remote settings. In this 

section, I break down the elements of working with collaborators and sharing the context of a 

cultural language to contributors who do not share the same cultural background as I do. In 

expanding on this process, I will divulge about my own practice and the making of ECS under the 

limitations of space and funds, all while living under lockdown.   
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4.3.1 Observation II: Space and Time 

In the few months after lockdown was officially declared, I laboriously turned my home 

into an active studio with the help of Alex Derwick. Alex is my primary collaborator and partner, 

he is an animator, graphic designer, printmaker and video editor. Prior to his contribution to this 

project, he was a colleague of mine at the University of Buffalo. In late May to early June, Alex 

and I started to conduct early screen tests with a green screen in our kitchen. We borrowed a green 

screen kit from a colleague to quiet the anxiety I still had about finishing the project. My partner 

was willing to try anything to distract me from the unrest that was going on in my mind. I still was 

in serious denial that the lockdown was going to be a permanent fixture of 2020. With summer 

around the corner, I somehow thought that the universe would grant us a reprieve. I was sorely 

mistaken.  

With the help of the departmental equipment manager, I was loaned a camera, lighting kit, 

and microphone. I was going through the motions, still floating along. Living under uncertainty 

limits creativity as much as it fabricates a need to create. I had to push past the feeling of 

uncertainty. The insecurity I carried around about how to fabricate with limitations became 

increasingly louder. However, my need to make something grew.  I was facing so much uncertainty 

that any semblance of something coming together was good enough for me. We rolled the camera 

and I read off some lines from Paris By Night. Later when we replayed the takes, we were surprised 

by the first image taken: a blurry photo accidentally caught as we were testing the lighting 

equipment. In this very blurry image, as I was rushing through the motions of avoidance and denial, 

I think I saw myself quite clearly. This image later became the poster for ECS. It was the first ever 

moment caught in camera.  

In Minor Feelings: An Asian American Reckoning, poet Cathy Park Hong examines her 

own insecurity and connects the threads to how much of a cultural event it is, especially for Asian 
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American women. Hong reflects on the fear and avoidance of creating while grappling with her 

psychosis;75 my particular anxiety when it comes to my work is that it is too “scrappy,” and that I 

lack a sense of professionalism. I had deeply attached myself to the veneer offered by my education 

so that I could be protected from feeling this way. A mixture of the insecurities along with 

 
Figure 4.1: First scene of ERIE COUNTY SMILE. Image courtesy of artist (self). 

 
avoidance or denial that the world would continue to live under lockdown for the entire year caused 

me to float in a dream-like state. I would soon snap out of it.  

As we set up the equipment, I was completely surprised that I still even knew how to put 

together filming equipment. I felt like my filming skills were deteriorating while I was indoors 

teaching, answering emails, and stress eating. I thought about a couple of things I would do or say 

in front of the camera as a test. I wore an Áo Dài; customary pantsuit Vietnamese people wear for  

                                                 
75 Cathy Park Hong, Minor Feelings: An Asian American Reckoning (New York, NY: One World, 

2021). 
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special occasions. We rolled the camera and I read off some lines from Paris By Night. Later when 

we replayed the takes, we were surprised by the first image taken: a blurry photo accidentally 

caught as we were testing the lighting equipment. In this very blurry image (figure 4.1), as I was 

rushing through the motions of avoidance and denial, I think I saw myself quite clearly. This image 

later became the poster for ECS. It was the first ever moment caught in camera; through the 

 

Figure 4.2: ERIE COUNTY SMILE promotional poster. Image courtesy of artist (self).   

 
accident—the failure—came a very clear task: we were about to make a movie in my kitchen. 

ECS was made in my combined living room/kitchen. Some exterior shots were filmed on 

location but most of the movie was made with green screen and fabricated digital backgrounds. 

By early summer, I had an entire script written. I worked with Alex in what we called a “writer’s 

room” with me working through scenes orally as he took notes. This system allowed me to account 

for the physicality of each character while he jotted down observations, like how my face was 

distorted or how my gait had changed. In this time, we filmed all of the interior scenes. Initially, 
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we only filmed at night. The lighting needed to be as controlled as possible which meant that the 

lack of an outside light source was the best for green screen. The point of the green screen is to get 

as uniform of a color as possible, to then select it in an editing software (we used Adobe Premiere), 

and then transform the selected color with an entire image. Then, as the late-night filming session 

wore on us, we invested in black-out curtains.  

ECS was made with a very limited budget and very little know-how. In retrospect, that was 

the charm of it. Aside from its content, which I will elaborate in depth in a later chapter, one of the 

reasons why it became something special was because of its emotional value. I needed ECS at this 

moment. I needed to see failure and watch it morph into something else. I needed a project that 

consumed how I think about media and professionalism. This project allowed me to rethink my 

practice and rewire the ways in which I have been stuck in my own isolation. I needed to be 

creatively challenged to look beyond the larger challenge of the pandemic.  

By August, we had wrapped up filming in our home. Post production began in early fall 

and continued until February of 2021. In the earlier months of the pandemic, I had reached out to 

colleagues and friends about what practices they were taking on during the pandemic to ease their 

anxieties. A dear friend of ours, Bryan Czerniawski, was trying his hand at Blender, a 3-D 

modeling program that allowed him to render fictional, digital spaces. In our conversations, we 

talked about using already-made images as well as images from Paris By Night to fabricate a 

background. Bryan and I talked about kitsch and the over-the-top imagery of PBN. For Bryan, it 

was an interesting challenge to replicate a visual language—a language I had taught him and we 

discussed. The collaboration was about mimicking a visual oeuvre that was already bastardized in 

its current form. I sent him stills from scenes of the main character on the stage. It was Bryan’s job 

to then find the same camera angle for the stage he fabricated and send it back to me. After that, 
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we would meet again, or send each other messages to edit or tilt the angle of the stage to fit the 

image. Through Zoom conversations and texts back and forth to each other about editing camera 

angles, we worked remotely to construct a digital space for all of my on-screen characters.  

4.4 Collaborating Remotely 

In the following section I elaborate on the process of educating and sharing a culturally 

driven project with collaborators, starting with the less intimate, such as my sound mixer (Ako 

Shergazy) and digital assets creator (Mengtai Zhang), to the most involved and intimate 

collaborator, my co-director and script supervisor (Alex Derwick).   

I introduced sound engineer and mixer, Ako Shergazy, onto our team. Still working 

remotely, we met weekly via Zoom to discuss the sounds she needed to collect and assemble. Ako 

and I had never worked together before and she was the first sound engineer I have collaborated 

with. As a student of audio engineering, Ako was willing to take on more roles, beyond sound, to 

practice her craft, and she engineered the audio for the film. Ako was able to create real 

soundscapes remotely with the help of her roommates and sounds from various objects to create 

fuller, in-depth audio representations of space. During meetings, Ako and I mainly focused on 

locating the right soundscape for the interior spaces, such as the nail salon. Translating sounds, 

especially sounds that are culturally and personally dear to me, was a difficult task. When Ako and 

I were working with my mother’s recorded audio, where she only spoke in Vietnamese, I needed 

to play the role of translator and director. As a result, I sent Ako very specific notes regarding the 

selection of appropriate audio sequences, elaborating on the special intonations of each section of 

speech recorded. Ako and I composed a series of declarations my mom would say at the beginning 

of the movie. In this sequence, the camera was panning across a space; therefore, the sound had to 

move in respect to the camera location.  
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When choosing a collaborator for the hologram and 3-D animation, I needed someone that 

was familiar with storytelling using 3D models. In 2019, I met RPI doctoral student Mengtai Zhang 

at his first-year student showcase. He had just joined our department and was showing his current 

work-about censorship, internet addiction, and the rehabilitation clinics in China. Mengtai’s work 

was partially based on his lived experience but also included speculation. I was impressed by his 

approach and wanted to collaborate with him. He is adept at 3D modeling and his work looks like 

the graphics from a videogame, the very medium that is being challenged by the technology 

rehabilitation clinics he has experienced.  

In the conversations I had with Mengtai about his work, I was curious about how our 

projects overlapped. In my plan, there was a section in which I wanted ECS to recap its own 

history. I had imagined a segment that a 3D model would float and act as a “hologram” and the 

host would deliver a monologue about the origin story of this company while infusing sinister, 

nationalist messaging into it. The videogame aesthetic was particularly appealing to me because 

it, by extension, would seem like this is an aesthetic choice of the fictitious program, wanting to 

keep in line with the newest imaging technology but ultimately falling short. In general, Mengtai’s 

artistic practice is based on world-building which was appealing for me and made him a valuable 

contributor. World building, especially within speculative storytelling, helps ground the narrative. 

The strategy of having elements that are custom-made for the setting allows viewers to believe 

that ECS has indeed been around for a long time, and not fabricated during a recent pandemic 

lockdown.  

 Prior to my first meeting with Mengtai, I shared a sketch of the objects I needed him to 

work with (see storyboard in Figure 4.3). The objects were to transition, or “morph” into each 

other. The fluid way that the objects transition in and out of each other resembles the water, or 
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ocean of migration, crossing waters to become something or someone else. The plan was that the 

“hologram” he was creating was in direct response to a story, so it must morph and become another 

image as the story moves along. These fun, amorphous transitions fit with the humorously sarcastic 

tone of ECS’s narrative. In our searching for the right digital images to use, Mengtai manipulated 

pre-made assets and animated them to become each other. I sent him a storyboard to work with 

and a few images that reflected the rich yet tacky aesthetic of PBN. In the sketch that I provided 

for Mengtai. the supposed origin story of ECS was built.  

 The fictional origin story of ECS was conjured in the beginning of 2020, on a felted pool 

table, with index cards placed neatly in a row, with each card listing an important plot or world-

building detail, inspired by the true story of PBN (See Figure 4.4). The cards had routine or special 

segments from the variety show written on them as inspiration or a point of reference. Some of 

these segments were quintessentially PBN. The tone of the show was established through these 

segments; therefore, it was a way to dissect the essence of each portion of the show. 

The cards offered me an eagle-eye perspective about what was at stake by referencing or 

replicating that particular segment. The title of the movie, ERIE COUNTY SMILE, was chosen a 

month after the session of storyboard planning. Alex and I thought about puns or names that use 

wordplay to reference Paris By Night. Using the three-word structure, to mirror PBN, I started to 

list off words and places until Alex laughed. The combination of Erie County, a place where I 

grew up, and the arbitrary “smile” concocted a ridiculous title. ECS, to me, carries the 

professionalism that Paris By Night was trying to convey. The title of the infamous variety show 

was a conglomeration of the ideals of opulence and a lightness, meaning that whatever or wherever 

the diaspora was heading, at least it would have the night off, to enjoy the “Paris” of the new world.   
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Figure 4.3: Sketch of storyboard. Image courtesy of artist (self). 

 
Therefore, ECS served as satire in response to Paris By Night. The process of naming ECS was a 

way of keeping the ideas light and funny. Many times, in the process of writing, Alex and I would 

try on many ideas to get the other to laugh. If we laughed, then the idea stuck. This tactic was also 

our survival strategy. It is complicated and at times difficult to work in collaboration with others; 

however, if the goal is to keep one another laughing, then it prevented suffocating and collapsing 

the narrative of ECS.  

 As the closest contributor to the project, Alex was an integral part of the transition of 

ECS from a stage-production to its current form as a short film. Alex’s animation on this project 
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is inspired by his previous bodies of animated works which were narrative stories about growing 

up in small towns and being motivated by the milieu of suburbia. We connected over aspirations  

 

Figure 4.4: Early planning documentation. Image courtesy of artist (self). 

 
of leaving those places and how in a way, those spaces motivated us to depend on our imaginations 

for refuge. Aside from being a creative co-director Alex was the cameraperson, co-editor, 

illustrator, animator, and designer. Like many partnered creatives that work together, we fit that 

working description. His skills and insights were a priceless asset to ECS. As a cultural product, 

there was an understanding that ECS had to be in my voice, and it had to be as authentic to my 

personal memory and lived Asian American experience as possible. In recognizing its cultural 

value, it was easy for me to edit the notes that did not serve ECS. In other words, I was the “chief” 

cultural expert on the project. When Alex suggested something that I felt untrue or not reflective 

of my experience, it was easy for me to voice those concerns, and to collaborate together to 

maintain the project’s authenticity.  
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Periodically, Alex and other collaborators offered input and suggestions about the design 

that did not line up with my lived Asian American experience. If their input was not appropriate 

with my vision or experience, I would need to determine the way to move forward. One example 

involves an audience scene that Alex and I were working on. The scene called for me to dress up 

as many people as possible—ideally enough to fill an audience. As I was busy changing into 

different clothes to “become” other characters, Alex suggested I wear a hat. I think he presumed 

that something so innocuous like a hat could vary the crowd shots. As a self-proclaimed cultural 

expert on the Việt kiều theater-going experience, we simply do not wear hats indoors. This is a 

small example of the inner workings and subtle minutia of a cultural collaboration, both reflected 

in this project and the Việt kiều identity. Through this collaborative process, everyone involved 

learned about the Việt kiều identity by watching PBN for reference and also by replicating its 

aesthetic. I strongly believe that care and trust are central to collaboration, especially in regards to 

cultural projects. Care is one step, or a few steps, further beyond what anthropology can breach; 

care is ontological in producing a personal project riddled with intimacy.    

ECS’s script was a community engagement. I worked through the script with a close-knit 

team that offered outsider perspective in order to make sure that my intentions came across clearly. 

This perspective is invaluable to me, as most of ECS’s audience members will not be from the Việt 

kiều community. Finally, the final script was sent to a few members of the Việt kiều community—

friends of my family—to see what resonated to them, or to gage how closely ECS reminded them 

of PBN. My diasporic community was a litmus test to see if ECS is reminiscent of PBN.   

Planning and creating the framework for ECS was a labor of love, deeply derived from 

care. Collaboration is a tender and generative practice that is inherent in the design of cultural 
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product. Its soul rests on the intersection of the creation and expansion of community; community 

of all forms has to be built in order for a collaboration at this scale to survive and excel.  

4.5 Confirmation Bias 

While I dealt with and processed fear and failure during Fall 2020, I watched an absurd 

amount of television. Alex and I shared a home. He came to stay for a short amount of time so we 

didn’t have to travel to see each other, which was becoming a challenge. We left the TV on, just 

playing old episodes of anything. Perhaps it was to fill the absolute silence we felt or whatever 

dread was washing over us. Slowly, I started to be more mindful of the media that I was consuming, 

or at least trying to take it in. This was around the time in which shows and movies were responding 

or grappling with the pandemic. Movies were made remotely or with the help of green screen to 

simulate places and spaces that cannot be reached for the time being. Comedian Sarah Cooper, 

whom was made famous by her Instagram videos of herself lip synching to Donald Trump’s antics, 

released a variety special entitled Everything’s Fine. In this special, Cooper is joined with a cast 

of comedians to enact absurd skits from newsrooms to reflect the hellish year-in-review. In this 

Netflix special, “Satan,” played by Marisa Tomei, produces the show to include satirical 

infomercials to buy “dolls” of Melania Trump, as a part of an “Indoctrination Porcelain Doll 

Collection.” The parody of the newsreels that the nation clung onto gave me hope in unexpected 

ways. By the time this special had released in October 2020,76 my partner and I had already filmed 

most of my green-screen monologues.  

When I saw Sarah Cooper’s completed media that was constructed within the same 

confines of what we were working with, it gave me confidence to trust my instincts and move 

                                                 
76 Sarah Cooper: Everything's Fine, directed by Natasha Lyonne (Los Gatos, California: Netflix, 

2020).www.netflix.com/title/81314070.  

http://www.netflix.com/title/81314070
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forward with ECS. This Netflix special confirmed my instinct that media made during the time of 

COVID-19 used technology such as the green screen, integrating the place-less-ness of how this 

tool can transport the audience anywhere. We were nostalgic for being able to be transported. 

Nostalgia drives media; it is consumed with the notion of having one foot in history and the other 

ahead of it—tricking or supplementing the viewer with a memory of “before” while imagining an 

“after.” Nostalgia and how it pertains to media and identity is at the center of what I will further 

investigate in my future research. Through my expansions on nostalgia and cultural production, I 

will intertwine evidence in support of this through the short film I have created as well as in the 

central source, Paris By Night. 

4.6 Observation III: Green Screen as Migratory Technique 

My current kitchen is a liminal space. All of the kitchens I have been raised in are spaces 

of coming together and becoming. Now more than ever, my kitchen has become a space of 

becoming. There is a rather large, twelve-feet-wide by who-knows-how-long green screen hung 

up on the wall. At any point, I could be transported to a stage at the “Knott’s Berry Golden Nugget 

Cesare’s Palace and Spa and Casino Amphitheater,” and perhaps more importantly, I can be 

multiple people at once.  

The processing and planning of these transformations takes place on my partner’s computer, only 

inches away in our dining area. My imagination sits in a container that is my kitchen. There are 

rites of passage that happen in a kitchen: The first time one makes a meal to sustain themselves, 

or a meal to sustain a family. The making of this film’s production is a meal that I’ve made that 

sustains me and the little family I’ve built around a collective imagination. 
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Figure 4.5: Process documentation with green screen. Image courtesy of artist (self). 

4.7 Failure as a Form of Identity Construction 

The variety show, Paris By Night has been in production since 1983. PBN began in France 

then made its way to Westminster, California, home to the largest diasporic Vietnamese 

population.77 Watching PBN as a social event growing up was a common experience for me and 

other Vietnamese American children. We were regularly sat in front of the television with our 

families to watch Paris By Night together. The experience of watching PBN is part of the fabric of 

my upbringing and a cultural touchstone for my people. However, at the same time, PBN is still 

distanced from me; it lives in my memory almost exclusively as a pleasant experience but when I 

revisit it now, knowing what I know, I question my memory of it.  

My erstwhile naïve confidence in the accuracy of my memories has been challenged. This 

forced me to quickly attach myself to previous conceptions of this project, that it had to be a certain 

                                                 
77 Stuart Cunningham and Tina Nguyen, “Popular Media of the Vietnamese Diaspora,” Journal of 

the European Institute for Communication and Culture 6, no. 1 (1999): 71-92. 
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way. Borrowing Jack Halberstam’s perspective of reframing failure from queer theory, I thought 

about the archive that I was working with—Paris By Night as an “imaginative ethnography” and 

what I could glean from it to make meaning. In Jack Halberstam’s The Queer Art of Failure (2011), 

he expands upon how queerness, or living outside of the binary of failure and success, creates 

better and more complicated knowledge. Halberstam offers a perspective of failure on the subject 

of ethnography that articulated the lack that I was approaching. Halberstam states, “Really 

imaginative ethnographies, for example, depend upon an unknowing relation to the other. To begin 

an ethnographic project with a goal, with an object of research and a set of presumptions, is already 

to stymie the process of discovery; it blocks one’s ability to learn something that exceeds the 

frameworks with which one enters.”78 I re-approached the project with an unknowing spirit so I 

could meet it again. PBN felt like a homecoming, and a very complicated feeling arose. I took 

vigorous notes and then completely forgot them, following again the pattern of Vietnamese 

memory: forgotten then remembered. 

Similar to Halberstam’s perspective of preconceived mastery as the utmost failure of 

ethnography, the “Asian American” identity is also a failure. To unlearn and comb through the 

complicated tangles of who claims this identity and how it extends and expands is really where it 

becomes less of a restriction and more of a celebration.79 What I am acknowledging here is that 

we need nuance to move further away from a collective “Asian American” identity. We are only 

“Asian American” within the context of America, and by extension, whiteness. Which is 

reminiscent of PBN’s “boot strap” mentality, if one were to fall outside of the collective then they 

are considered a failure. This failure of performing a collective identity is not valued as nuance 

                                                 
78 Jack Halberstam, “The Queer Art of Failure,” in The Queer Art of Failure (Durham: Duke 

University Press, 2011), 12. 
79 Tina Takemoto, “Queer Art / Queer Failure,” Art Journal 75, no. 1 (February 2016): 85-88, 

https://doi.org/10.1080/00043249.2016.1171547. 
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within a population, but is perceived as a failure. The identity is an effect of lack; lack of 

information, lack of representation and lack of justice. Media theorist and ethnographer of Asian 

film Peter X. Feng, remarks:  

Asian American identity is defined not by history, but by gaps in history: the absence of  

information bespeaks a historical trauma that defines Asian Americans. It is not just that 

these gaps correspond with founding moments in Asian American history, but that the 

investigation of these gaps returns us continually to those moments of crisis, renewing the 

traumas and thereby renewing (mis)identity.80  

The gaps in which Feng refers to, are the points that bind an identity unknown, in flux. An identity 

that never lands and is in constant motion is a failure, not of the people that identity is placed upon. 

Rather, it is a failure of why this subaltern identity needs to exist. 

4.8 Character Plays 

I recognize that the issue of gender expression and drag culture are not addressed within 

my dissertation project. The characters I play do not state their gender directly, meaning that 

everything is implied. I wish to trouble the expressions and performance of gender here. Vietnam 

has had a long history of drag in theater which has informed contemporary forms of Vietnamese 

entertainment today. The emotional and physical labor of queer Vietnamese performers is evident 

in the tradition of Cải lương, an operatic-folk musical styling influenced by Chinese drama and 

French colonial theater.  

For the karaoke segment of ECS, the song “Anh Hùng” was composed to specifically 

comment on the translations of masculinity through imperialism and migration. In this segment, 

                                                 
80 Peter X. Feng, Identities in Motion, (Durham: Duke University Press, 2002), 17.  
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Kevin (myself dressed as a young Vietnamese-American man) performs this song superimposed 

on a music video featuring my father.  My dad is dressed as a Vietnamese school girl, a common 

representation in karaoke music videos throughout Vietnam. This representation, which troubles 

the paradigm of gender and representation, was later brought to the United States and subsequent 

diasporic nations. Mixing and blending gender roles was an important historical expression of 

problematizing the perspective of gender, specifically masculine gender expressions for Asians in 

America.81  

In Judith Bulter’s essay on gender performances, she reframes the image of gendered 

bodies as dynamic enactments and not static objects to be fetishized.82 I engage with Butler’s work 

in how I exercise mutability in gender performances in ECS. In Performative Acts and Gender 

Constitution (1988) Butler posits a much-needed perspective of women’s positions in society 

through images; although those conventions are currently outmoded, her text serves as an 

influential piece on gender performativity that has informed my dissertation project.  

With ECS, I wanted to provide much needed commentary on representation. Asians are 

rarely represented and hardly have any speaking roles in Hollywood productions. The question of 

representation, to me, is not about quantity, it is about quality. In other words, the types of 

representations are the most important. Roles given to Asian actors historically are nonspeaking 

roles or are so ethnically specific that the character is diminished as a stereotype. The fact of 

diversity, of Asians being anything, has not been embraced in popular film and television. If Asians 

                                                 
81 Chong-suk Han, “Being an Oriental, I Could Never Be Completely a Man: Gay Asian Men and 

the Intersection of Race, Gender, Sexuality, and Class,” Race, Gender & Class 13, no. 3 (2006): 82-97. 
https://doi.org/http://www.jstor.org/stable/41675174. 
82 Judith Butler, “Performative Acts and Gender Constitution: An Essay in Phenomenology and Feminist 
Theory,” Theatre Journal 40, no. 4 (1988): p. 519, https://doi.org/10.2307/3207893. 
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are seen only in narratives surrounding the notion of suffering or overcoming hardships, then that 

very limiting and stereotypic view affects how we are treated—as laborers, as traumatized peoples.  

Recently in 2020, a reality show on Netflix called Bling Empire received criticism from 

Asian American media critics. The show depicted characters that were extremely affluent and 

hilarity ensues. Bling Empire was melodramatic and mostly vapid. However, there were 

introspective elements sprinkled throughout the storyline. Media critics took issue with the 

representation of Asian and Asian Americans in the show. However, I find their criticisms aimed 

at representation and cast selection to be the least of the problems with the show. I argue that this 

representation of Asian Americans as living lavish lives and behaving as completely ridiculous 

characters to be an interesting departure from traditional reality TV. Reality TV is pure escapism: 

at its best, it is wish fulfillment, and at its worst, it inadvertently reveals the darker aspects of the 

human condition. Asians and Asian Americans have not been a central subject of this particular 

genre, which is why I found it refreshing to watch and laugh at Bling Empire. There is value in 

stories that are not about suffering; there is an importance to showcasing Asian Americans in the 

context of levity and vapidity, especially since that type of programming (reality TV) is usually a 

full cast of white people. Asians and Asian Americans deserve this lens of levity and garishness. 

Liberation does not need to be serious to be taken seriously.  
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CHAPTER FIVE: THE MULTIPLES 

The complexity of holding a multitude of selves is a common immigrant experience and 

this project is about enlightening and illuminating that aspect of the migrant experience.83 The 

following section is a list and explanation of select character performances from ERIE COUNTY 

SMILE (2021). By dissecting each role, I can clarify the preparation and urge to replicate these 

characters because I see myself in all of the characters. They are people that I know and hold very 

dear, or they are people I have embodied. ECS depends on the reenactment of others; it is not a 

reenactment of a product. The characters are borrowed— they react in scenes that I have fabricated, 

in spaces that they have not been. However, I rely on the already codified performances to inform 

the new horizon of spaces in which they are enacted. ECS is a parody and a satire— what is seen 

has not been seen before but the characters are grounded in both existing and new landscapes. 

The tactics of humor and satire offer levity into contemporary subjects that are usually 

challenging to convey. Humor, as a strategy, is a mode of survival but also a result of joy. In ECS, 

humor is employed to represent modes of survival and to share joy. Before I dive into the 

characters, it is vital that I point out that I play every role, save for two: my mother and father. I 

play every character because it satiates the idea that ECS is a fantasy fabricated from a child’s 

imagination. I also embody every character (see Figure 5.1) in homage to the performances that I 

grew up watching. I wanted to treat them with respect and lightness; through me, my precious 

body, I give the performance life. To prepare for each role, I walk around as the character for some 

time. I wander around in my home and think about the choices each character would make. From 

                                                 
83 Holding several identities and multiplicity as elaborated by Cherrie Moraga and Gloria Anzaldúa, 

in This Bridge Called My Back: Writings by Radical Women of Color (Albany, NY: SUNY Press, 2015). 
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quotidian choices like Kevin drinking from a glass, to Vanessa’s motivation to keep the show 

going at all costs, my goal was getting acclimated to and embodying each character, 

 
Figure 5.1: ERIE COUNTY SMILE promotional poster. Image courtesy of artist (self). 

 

becoming comfortable as these characters and to deeply consider their motivations and how they 

would behave in particular situations. This practice allowed me to think about how they would act 

or react. 
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5.1 Vanessa Tran Nguyen 

The first character is the most important because she is the main character and host of the 

event: Vanessa Trần Nguyễn. She arrives on the scene with large fanfare but stumbles and falls on 

her face during some over-the-top twirling. She is not self-aware, but she is aware of where the 

camera is at all times. Vanessa is hyper-vigilant of her angles, making sure that she looks good on 

camera. Vanessa is a character melded from myself, and Nguyễn Cao Kỳ Duyên and Nguyễn Ngọc 

Ngạn, MCs of Paris By Night. Vanessa is a mixture of the overly polite and feminine aspects of 

Nguyễn Cao Kỳ Duyên while also reflecting the staunch and borderline patronizing effect of 

Nguyễn Ngọc Ngạn. The fault of Vanessa’s character is that she is desperately trying to keep the 

show from falling apart, using all of her time to not let any of the seams show. However, it quickly 

becomes clear that the camera’s perspective is quite self-aware. The insight that the camera offers 

is knowing when Vanessa is failing to deliver. 

In order for me to find the right balance of both MCs within Vanessa, I spent time watching 

their performances. I listened to how Nguyễn Ngọc Ngạn recited bits of Vietnamese history in a 

warm yet authoritarian tone. This gave me insight to how I would deliver the monologue about the 

hologram. In studying his voice, I recognized that the familiarity he had with the subject of 

Vietnamese history. The quality of his voice gave the subject soul, yet he was also terse about the 

information.  It was didactic, calm, and to the point. Nguyễn Ngọc Ngạn is a man from North 

Vietnam; his accent and the way he speaks Vietnamese have a candor that sounded formal. I 

believed that Vanessa’s diction needed to borrow some of the performative flairs of language only 

used on stage or television. Much like how a “mid-Atlantic” accent can mask a regional accent in 

film or television, it is completely fabricated for the purpose of the media.  She incorrectly 

emphasizes particular syllables and takes very measured breaths at times. Vanessa’s character 
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embodies opulence in her appearance in ECS, which references and spoofs the very motive of 

PBN. She is interested in high-class aesthetics and reiterates the morality of the show over and 

over again to reestablish the branding of ECS.  

Vanessa’s façade starts to crack as the show progresses. The phone that keeps ringing, that 

she has avoided time and time again, slowly becomes impossible to ignore. Every time it rings, 

she increasingly falls apart with guilt and exasperation. Before the last ring, Vanessa is 

interviewing a child and is irritated that the child is not more famous. This disappointment is a 

significant character development moment: The audience witnesses Vanessa become irate as her 

guest cannot abide by the prescribed rules of comportment that the media has been training her to 

follow. The notion that an adult could be disappointed in a child’s lack of accolades was a choice 

I made to establish Vanessa’s character as less charming and more insidious. I wanted to write this 

behavioral shift into the script to gradually reveal this side of Vanessa so that the audience would 

realize how PBN uses celebrity to indoctrinate its audience. It is not that this is a uniquely PBN 

emblem; I inserted this shift to highlight how even in spaces that elevate our own voices, the lure 

of achieving celebrity status by living according to a prescribed script still has a stronger pull than 

authenticity.  

Vanessa starts to fall apart emotionally when the child challenges her, and the incident 

prompts her to pick up the phone she has been avoiding all along. The audience soon learns that 

the calls were from her own mother. Vanessa starts to shed the pretention and veneer of celebrity 

and starts to become truly curious. Her genuine curiosity about her own struggle with her mother 

is tense and climactic. The scene allows the audience to witness Vanessa’s inner turmoil and hints 

at why she would be reluctant to talk to her mother. This interaction reveals the transactions and 
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transgressions held within a complicated relationship, made more complicated by a transnational 

migratory experience.  

5.1.1 Observation IV: Becoming Vanessa 

When I get ready to become Vanessa, it can take up to two hours to drop into the role. 

Since Vanessa has the most screen time, I have to be very consistent when it comes to portraying 

her, and her character takes the longest for me to ease into. I prepare by looking at photographs or 

stills from the previous takes. The irony of looking at a still frame of Vanessa as I become her is 

not lost on me.  

Becoming Vanessa means that it will be a long day of filming; the scenes are long and I 

have to perform long monologues, which means I “break” quite often. “Breaking” is when 

impromptu laughter occurs and it ruins the scene. When I am Vanessa, I laugh at myself the most, 

which is funny because Vanessa is a humorless character. I feel the need to make her humorless 

to represent the very self-serious aspects of cultural media. We want to be taken seriously; the 

issue is that it corners us into making work that has no levity. There are expectations around the 

types of representation that are brought into public consciousness.  If there is a pattern for single 

narratives, stories that are proven to be popular, then the precedent is set.   

Vanessa embodies an amalgamation of the commentary I wanted to make with ECS. She 

represents the characters and voices that I grew up with—Nguyễn Cao Kỳ Duyên and Nguyễn 

Ngọc Ngạn—which means that she represents a modern-day diasporic “tradition.” Vanessa is a 

symbol that has to be broken down and disrupted. Vanessa is emblematic of an overworked and 

rigid social class that imparts wisdom that no one asked for. In the story of the video, a mere child 

and her mother break Vanessa from the façade of showbiz, fame, and glitz. The celebrity of 

Vanessa is made to symbolize the obsession of optics and social class that PBN upholds, her child 
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guest star unravels that expectation and, as Vanessa becomes unmoored, the multitudes of her 

identity are spotlighted for all to view center stage.  

5.2 Lydia Trang Dai 

Earlier I referenced characters that are fabricated for entertainment value. Lydia is a prime 

example of a character that was fabricated to offer comedic relief to viewers. Lydia’s video 

segment is modeled off of a PBN commercial. In an advertisement for a spa company, Vietnamese 

American beauty queen Jennifer Pham looks into the camera and gives a deadpan delivery of a 

script. Watching this as a young adult, I found the commercials and interstitials of PBN to be 

endlessly entertaining. The point of having Jennifer Pham deliver the information for the 

advertisers was because she had achieved celebrity status within the community. However, Pham, 

was not a trained actor at that time, so her stilted performance created a striking and unintentionally 

parodic effect. Having that imprinted in my memory, I wanted to recreate a version of that 

performance for ECS. Lydia Trang Dai was inspired by Jennifer Pham’s performance. I wanted to 

make it look like she was reading off of a teleprompter and deliver the information as if she was 

actually seeing it for the first time. In playing Lydia, I pitched my voice to be higher to make her 

character distinct from the other personas and to make Lydia’s character silly and easygoing.  

Lydia’s purpose is to interrupt the intense, almost manifesto-like monologue from the 

hologram scene delivered by Vanessa. Lydia first appears on the screen on a beach (see Figure 

5.2), which was filmed in Ocean City, Maryland during a family vacation. Prior to the vacation 

and shoot, I ordered a tiara and sash off of the internet, which I then crafted to closely resemble 

pageant paraphernalia. In the video, Lydia claims that she is “Miss Việt Kiều Summer —two 

thousand and ……. three,” oddly pausing between “two thousand” and “three” to emphasize that 

she is reading off of a teleprompter; in other words, she forgot her own title because she so closely 
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followed the script. In the scene, she walks on the beach in full attire to advertise a fictional 

waterfront resort. Then, a flash of Lydia rolling around on the sand and being completely drenched 

by a wave, while completely dressed, takes over the scene. Lydia explains that there are loads of 

activities to do on the beach, such as “swimming with dolphins” or “poaching for abalone.” While 

swimming with dolphins is usual fare for tourist-y spaces like resorts, hunting for shelled fish is 

definitely not. This juxtaposition is a strategy I employ in the script-writing process to surprise and 

confuse the double audience: the video audience as well as the viewers of the video.  I am interested 

in two completely different ideas, like the cheeriness of a tourist attraction and the insidiousness 

of poaching sea creatures pushed up next to each other, every iteration more ridiculous than the 

next.   

As Lydia elaborates on the joys of the beachside resort, the camera pans to an interior 

space. She pops out from around a corner and delivers a line then looks into a mirror with an 

awkward, forced smile. The slapstick elements of the scene heighten the already-absurd 

commercial. The segment employs a video grain filter that is different from the rest of ECS, as 

well as a style of camera movement that suggests the commercial was completed on a budget. The  

aesthetic choices I made for this section are directly influenced from PBN commercials. Later in 

the ad, Lydia talks about how the resort and spa could function: as a space for conventions, a space 

to show “how to open your own Sang Nails Emporium” or a space to recover from “double-eyelid 

surgery.” The first part references the nail salon as an important element of labor for the 

Vietnamese diasporic community while the second is my commentary on the pressure of Western 

beauty standards, such as the operation to add a crease to mono-lidded eyes (a common feature of 

people of Asian heritage). The activities that Lydia says with ease point out the classist desires that 

ECS wishes to impart on their viewership. By scripting these sentiments as an endorsement, the 
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Figure 5.1: Lydia on the beach. Image courtesy of artist (self). 

 
humor becomes darkly funny. The scene benefits from humor by having the audience understand 

that the statement is absurd and that there is a truth behind the satire. 

5.3 Kevin Le 

Embodying Kevin Le was an interrogation of gender—in the musical number about 

masculinity, in the fact that I (female-identifying) was playing a male character, and the notion 

that Asian American men in the context of American cinema are emasculated for the sake of 

entertainment. Kevin’s segment was a “karaoke game show” which is another replication of a PBN 

scene taken from the era of PBN when the show started to highlight sponsorships. In this PBN 

segment, someone would be called from the audience to answer trivia or perform a part of a song 

to receive a cash prize. Kevin, in this segment, was the lucky contestant. He lumbers onto the stage 

with hesitancy and is blinded by the light, a common response from audience members of PBN. 

He is asked by the ECS host, Vanessa, about his familiarity with the song lyrics of “Anh Hùng” 
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and then tasked to sing it. She attempts to entice him by saying that if there are no errors in his 

performance, then he will receive a prize. He takes the challenge and becomes more energized as 

the song continues.  

 The song Kevin performs was co-written by my partner, Alex Derwick and me. Alex 

composed the background music and we wrote the lyrics together. I created the lyrics to resemble 

close translations to Vietnamese songs about homeland and masculinity. Songs that were written 

during the American War in Vietnam were about boosting the morale of soldiers and therefore 

emphasized the importance of masculinity. This song was to fabricate some of those sentiments 

while also subverting some of those claims of masculinity. Kevin performs in front of video 

footage that is meant to appear like canned karaoke-style stock footage. In reality, I filmed this 

footage with my father on a green screen and added videos of my travels from Vietnam as the 

background. My father prances back and forth, acting as “eye candy” for the music video, a 

common practice for stylized karaoke videos. By using his position as a patriarch and wearing a 

garment that has significant symbolism of femininity, this juxtaposition is striking and works 

against the contrived performances of masculinity in a Western sense. The song is entitled “Anh 

Hùng” which roughly translates to a masculine man or “tough guy.” The implications of the song 

connect the landscape of Vietnam to the body of a man: “Your veins are the mighty 

Mekong…Built to last!” This direct comparison is an absurd lens that implies not only the 

patriarchy but also a nationalist view of the landscape and of people belonging to a place so closely 

that their body resembles the land itself. The aspects of this song, such as lyrics and visual aids, 

are cultural insider details and are specifically references from karaoke videos I grew up with. This 

segment pays homage to the intimate details of my childhood and the cultural media I consumed 

with my family.   
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5.3.1 Observation V: Playing Kevin  

In preparing to play Kevin I thought about the men in my family. Although I have a 

complicated relationship with them, I find that I have, to some extent, studied their mannerisms 

and reactions from the time I’ve spent visiting them. I channeled my cousin, Chris, who I initially 

named the character after. Then as the script became more developed, I decided to change it to 

Kevin. However, as a nod to him, I wrote in a part where Vanessa accidentally slips and says 

“Chris” instead. Kevin is someone that I know: I often stand next to him at our family events, but 

he is quiet and keeps to himself. My cousin’s burden of being the eldest brother forced him to be 

mature for his age, so he feels unlucky about being the first-born. Playing Kevin in the likeness of 

my relative made me more empathetic to the character. I walked around my apartment as Kevin, 

startling even my cat because I was unrecognizable. I caught reflections in the mirror and was 

surprised by myself.  

5.4 Van Tran Nguyen 

My favorite character is Van. She is a representation of myself when I was twelve years 

old. Young Van sits in front of the camera and is not fully aware of how to act in front it. Her 

appearance is slightly disheveled: The strap of her overalls is twisted, her tights are ill-fitting. Her 

childish nature is also revealed in her choice of bright blue nail polish. The point is that she has no 

media training, she is not polished, nor does she know how to charm the audience. Van’s timing 

is awkward and she gives either too short or too long of an answer. In the interview segment, where 

Van is the guest and Vanessa is the host, the audience sees that there cannot be more of a difference 

between the two. While Vanessa is irritated by Van because she is not prepared, Van is sincere in 

her answers, disrupting Vanessa’s contrived mannerisms. Van is honest in saying that she only 

watches ECS because of her parent’s desires, not her own, and that she feels isolated in her 
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experience. Meanwhile, Vanessa is only concerned about what the audience feels about a 

perspective that might be alienating.  

5.4.1 Observation VI: Van 

This conversation paints my interpretation of inter-generational conversations within the 

diasporic community. From my personal experience I find that there is a need for the first 

generation of diasporic peoples to understand the duality of their positionality, whereas generations 

before them are more interested in modes of survival based on their migratory experience and the 

hardships of settling in a new land. The intergenerational dialogue for me is often represented by 

some hardship that, again, depicts suffering as the main subject. However, this conversation that I 

fabricated is about a generational divide in brevity versus long-windedness in the context of a talk-

show style interview.   

Van is introduced as a child that wishes to present herself as older than she actually is; 

Vanessa puts air quotes around the term “manager” to challenge Van’s self-proclaimed position at 

her parent’s nail salon. I certainly did that at that age. I needed to seem more official and to be 

taken seriously. As an unofficial translator to my family, I was a public-facing representative for 

adults before I became an adult myself. I prematurely took on the role I knew I was growing into 

because I was placed there. Van, in her own way, interrogates Vanessa and is the catalyst for 

Vanessa picking up the phone and finally answering to her mother.  

5.5 Audience Surrogate 

For this character, I wanted to create a person that would closely resemble how the audience 

would react. Often, this character would give an audience that is otherwise unfamiliar with PBN a 

clue as to how the information would be received. This audience surrogate has no dialogue but is 

very expressive, in that she is clear in her delivery. She winces during cringe-worthy moments 
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when Vanessa starts to sound like a dictator; she is confused when the information given does not 

line up with reality; and she laughs and claps along to moments in the show that are joyful. Through 

this character, I communicate that the attitudes and perspectives that I portray are not always 

perceived as positions that I personally endorse. I could also be critical of my own performance.   

5.6 Rats 

ECS was filmed in 2020, the “Year of the Rat” in the Chinese Zodiac. While rats have a 

bad reputation in America and are usually depicted in garbage, in Chinese zodiac, they stand for 

new beginnings as the rat is the first animal in the twelve-animal zodiac chart.  The act of making 

rats a major theme, or mascot, of a show based on opulence was another tactic to be humorous. 

The rats depicted were animated; however, the characters in the ECS universe reacted to them as 

if they were very real and situated in their space. This relationship between the real and unreal 

(animated) representations was another way to bring levity to a cultural product. The rats appear 

as background or “behind the scenes” roles such as a camera person, backup dancer, or someone 

that worked backstage. Later, it is revealed that the animated rat is indeed just another person (me) 

under a suit. This bit, animated by Alex Derwick, was a way to connect the rats to the thematic 

element of the show.  

5.6.1 Observation VII: Water 

In the culminating scene of ECS, Vanessa finally picks up the phone. The audience makes 

the connection that Vanessa knew who was calling her all along— her mother. Vanessa exits the 

interview and is led to an open field with a pond. Floating over the pond is an oversized iPad. Her 

mother is video-calling her from that apparatus. Vanessa enters the water to get closer to the object. 

They talk about mundane things like gym memberships and other tasks Vanessa forgot to do for 

her mother. This conversation reveals that the relationship between Vanessa and her mother is 
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complicated because of these responsibilities. Her mother depends on her for help, requesting she 

calls customer service providers on her behalf because of the language barrier. Vanessa speaks to 

her mother in English, with Vietnamese words here and there. Her mother does the opposite. 

Language fails them; they still do not understand each other.  

In this scene, I wanted to depict a usual conversation with my mother. To me, a 

conversation with my mom is complicated and carries expectations of responsibility. I wanted to 

depict what it feels like to be connected by language yet sill so far away. I used water in my 

previous projects both as a character and sometimes as an element that stands in for mystery. In 

this scene, water holds both roles— a space in which two people see each other clearly but are still 

so distant in their expectations for each other. 

Water is a well-respected symbol for the Vietnamese. With a long history of agriculture, 

water is vital to the sustainability and existence of culture and language. The Mekong River Delta 

which has its own, codified coastal culture is responsible for some music traditions that are 

preserved in PBN.84 Water is central when referencing the migration of refugees via boats after 

the Fall of Saigon. Water is the element that transforms people, places, and memories. 

To prepare for this scene, I described all of ECS to my mom. The fun challenge of 

collaborating with my mom is having to explain the premise of a project in Vietnamese. I 

awkwardly mistranslate some ideas and stumble through it. This process allows me to think about 

the work in another way, in my mother’s tongue. By creating this scene, I wanted to make it known, 

in the water, that as much as my mother needs me I need her just the same. The last line she delivers 

                                                 
84 Tran Van Khè, "Means of Preservation and Diffusion of Traditional Music in Vietnam," 

Asian Music 3, no. 1 (1972): 40-44, doi:10.2307/834104. 
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is the exact time when I was born, while I waded with half of my body in the water. Just like the 

day I was born at 4:45 am.   
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CONCLUSION: CLOSING OBSERVATIONS 

Moving forward, in my artistic work and life, I want to engage with stories that reframe 

lived experiences not considered by convention. By doing this, I engage with and honor the work 

that has come before me. Identity helps storytellers make sense of the past, to contextualize and 

carve out pathways for making new futures. As an artist, I am in the process of making new futures 

that cannot be collapsed back into singularity. In this dissertation, I closely examined the scope of 

identity as a creative practice and theoretical framework. By expanding on the technical details 

and history of PBN, I was able to map out the inspiration for ECS and thus, legitimize ECS through 

PBN. Looking at influences from the past has informed the work I currently make, and will 

continue to do so in the future. In my own artistic interventions, I have exemplified how 

positionality operates as a major intellectual framework for each of my artistic projects. Another 

facet that I have explored (which is integral to the theme of identity) is the use of humor and satire 

as a vehicle to convey larger socio-political concerns about race and representation. By using 

humor as a storytelling device and a survival tactic, these conventions help complicate and 

challenge the ways that representation has failed within popular media. The aforementioned 

theoretical practice deeply informs my artistic practice as well; I view a practice-based research as 

a means for unpacking identity and understanding positionality. 

When reflecting upon my observations that cover the multitude of selfhoods, I understand 

that there will not be only one path to expand on the work ahead. I am deeply invested in adding 

my embodied knowledge into pedagogy to pass on the artistic tools I’ve sharpened. Through more 

forms of storytelling that uses humor as a means of outreach, I plan to keep up the practice of 

satirizing the reality of my charged and complex existence. This strategy that I have cultivated and 

added to my practice will carry me to my next project. In keeping with the theme of satire, my 
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next project combines the deep exploration of preexisting characters and embodying them to make 

new meaning.  

My upcoming work, which enlists reenactment as a tactic, will include the previous 

explorations of humor to support its intervention. During a trip home to visit my mom, we shared 

a movie night together. My mother and I watch a lot of movies together; we always have the 

subtitles turned on so she can read along. Her favorite are romantic comedies that star Julia 

Roberts. She claims that Julia Roberts taught her how to speak English. Obviously, that is not true; 

it is just a testament to our abundant film watching. However, this particular movie night was 

different. She asked me if I had watched anything good recently. Because she usually needs the 

movie explained to her, it helps when I have already watched it. I brought up a film that deeply 

irritated me, Da Five Bloods (2020).85 I lamented that it bothered me so much, I did not even finish 

it. She suggested we watch it.  

In Da Five Bloods (2020), the most recent installment from Spike Lee in films made about 

the American War in Vietnam, Lee aimed to fill the gap of the perspective of Black GIs during 

and after wartime. In earnest, the movie tried to approach the subject of race, class, restitution for 

Black GIs, and Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) but ultimately fell flat, riddled with liberal 

guilt. The only succinct message in Da Five Bloods was that Black men are just as good at war as 

their white counterparts. This message led me to ask the following question: What role do films 

about the American War in Vietnam play in the fantasy of American exceptionalism and 

masculinity? Vietnam is created in the eyes of predominately white filmmakers and used to 

                                                 
85  Da Five Bloods, directed by Spike Jonze (Netflix, 2020), 02:35:48. 
https://www.netflix.com/watch/81045635?trackId=13752289&tctx=0%2C0%2Cc8ccbc4ba43d99a71b7fa
3dece41b2108253b2cb%3Aeace70f550a05b0588d0a61cd6bfe0fbe8f4f017%2Cc8ccbc4ba43d99a71b7fa3
dece41b2108253b2cb%3Aeace70f550a05b0588d0a61cd6bfe0fbe8f4f017%2Cunknown%2C 
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perpetuate toxic and racist depictions of the Vietnamese people. In these films, Vietnamese people 

are portrayed as a lesser people in order to excuse the atrocities of the American war. These films 

portray without self-awareness the enactment of American hegemony. It has been forty-six years 

since the “Fall of Saigon,” an end to the American War in Vietnam, and no form of American 

cinema has done justice to the real stories of the war. The war is unidimensional in the American 

imagination, characterized only as a quagmire; thematically, every film limits itself to bemoaning 

the murkiness of American victory as if there ever was victory in the act of killing. 

In continuing the practice of satirizing harsh histories and using humor to reframe 

perspectives, my next project will star my mother and I, reenacting scenes from famous Hollywood 

movies based on the American War in Vietnam. The subversive element of two Vietnamese 

women delivering lines meant for white men (playing American soldiers) will cause discomfort 

for the audience and complicate notions of heroism and nationality. I imagine a shot-for-shot 

remake of pivotal scenes from films like Full Metal Jacket (1987), Apocalypse Now! (1979), and 

Good Morning, Vietnam (1987). In these reenactments, I am interested if the motivation of the 

film remains—are they still heroic? Do the stories still hold up? Will the identity of my mother 

and I be powerful enough to challenge these well-known Hollywood gems? This project’s 

motivation is to challenge the notion that history is told by victors, by retelling stories deemed as 

“victories” through embodied subversion. My new work builds off of the themes from Strange 

Agency, an exhibition I elaborated on in Chapter One, and is a continuation of the ideas 

surrounding masculinity, which was brought up with Kevin’s segment in ECS. As I move forward 

in my practice, I recognize that I keep returning to the theme of identity. Identity is immutable and 

something I cannot shake; I realize that it is a lens through which I take in information and my 

practice exemplifies just how all-encompassing the notion of identity is.  
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Identity simply is not and cannot be constructed in a vacuum; however, popular Western 

media often deliberately portray singular narratives of migrant (or marginal) experience, or worse, 

refuse to portray “difference” at all. The meter of representation is changing to let in nuance and 

multiplicity. Despite this change, I remain cautious about what gets ushered in. I am leery about 

how the notions of representation can serve a multitude of experiences; I am concerned that the 

newest generation of storytellers will be busy undoing the stains of storytellers before them. The 

onus is on the storyteller to edit and add to histories that left them out, and I recognize that this 

task (both a burden and an opportunity) is a lifetime of work.  
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APPENDIX A: ERIE COUNTY SMILE SCRIPT 

ERIE COUNTY SMILE 
 

FADE IN 
 

INT. NAIL SALON, MORNING 
Employee vacuums interior and turns on appliances in salon, puts VHS 
tape into VCR. The camera zooms into the television. 
 
TV SCREEN 
Upon entering the television screen, we see static from the TV, then 
flicker to an animated neon “Open” sign. Red curtains fall in front of 
neon sign as triumphant music begins to play (reference: PBN Dynasty). 
Title card “ERIE COUNTY SMILE” appears over the red curtains with 
NGUYỄN TRẦN Production logo below.  

 
HOST VOICE (Off Screen) 

   Welcome to Erie County Smile, with  
   your host Vanessa Trần Nguyễn! 
 
Animated rat hands pull the curtains open. As the song continues, 10 
different sponsor cards pop up. Stage lights fade up to reveal the 
stage. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

INT. ECS SOUND STAGE 
Large stage with elaborate light display, an orchestra of rats playing 
music on the left and right of the stage.  
 
Host Vanessa Trần Nguyễn is carried onto center stage by four rats. 
The rats lower Vanessa too quickly and drop her. Vanessa falls off 
screen but brushes it off to start the show. Rats retreat backstage. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   Các Bạn Ơi! 

 
Vanessa points microphone to the audience. 
 

AUDIENCE 
   Ơi! 

 
VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 

   Hello everybody and welcome to  
   153rd episode of Erie County Smile!  

 
 

AUDIENCE 
   (cheers and applause) 
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VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
 My, oh my, do we have a show for  
 you today. How are you doing? Is  
 everyone ready for the show? Great! 
 We are so happy to have you here at  
 the Knott’s Berry Caesar’s Palace  
 Golden Nugget Casino and Spa  
 Amphitheater. Nothing but the best  
 for you! 

 
Vanessa positions her finger to the “nose” of an audience member.  
 
Cut to audience member, feeling the finger on their nose and jumps 
back in their seat then brushing it off, feeling unsettled.  
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
 If you haven’t already gathered,  
 from our stagehands and dancers… 
  

Vanessa gestures to rats. 
 
One rat looks up at the stage from behind a camera rig. 
 
Cut back to close up on Vanessa. 

 
VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 

 …the theme of today’s show, is the  
 YEAR OF THE RAT. This zodiac sign  
 will be our guiding light; the rat  
 is the first animal within the  
 zodiac. The sly rat tricked the ox  
 into giving him a ride on his back  
 then jumped off his head to be the  
 first to arrive at the emperor’s  
 gate- making the rat the first in  
 line of the twelve-animal zodiac.  
 Clever and quick, the rat.  
 Remember to give offers to the rat  
 for a year of prosperity and  
 fertility. Remember, female rats  
 can have up to 15,000 spawns a  
 year! Amazing! 

 
Cut to audience, a little confused and disgusted from the information.  
 

AUDIENCE 
   (Scattered applause) 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
 We here at ECS have worked tire- 
 lessly to bring you world class  entertainment, 
look around you-  
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 each curtain strand contains 80  
 crystals hand strung by 37 anti- 
 communists, which, took 3 months  
 to complete. The stage, adorned  
 with light fixtures, flown in from  
 the Czech Republic, engineered for  
 us. For you. Tonight.  
 

Vanessa turns to continue monologue to a side camera. 
 
Upbeat music fades in as Vanessa introduces the roster of 
entertainers. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   And of course, that is only the  
   backdrop for our star studded  
   roster. You’ll be entertained by 

79 of the absolute best talents  
from the diaspora. 

 
Music turns sour as she twists her head to another camera in 
close up. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   All of which have denounced the  
   Communist Party of Vietnam.  
 
Music continues back in key, as Vanessa continues talking in her 
original voice and camera angle. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   Such stars as: Lydia Trang Đài,  
   Miss Việt Kiều Summer 2003! The  
   juggling twins, Phúc Lan and Phúc 
   Linh! Watch out Tom Cruise, here  
   comes Jonnie “Bad Boy” Trương,  
   stunt actor and producer. Our  
   gifted animal wrangler, La Da  
   Nguyễn with her baby tiger, Baby!  
   What’s up Baby?! Legendary  
   songbird Kim Tuyến who is  
   celebrating ten years at our  
   cultural residency in Las Vegas!  
   Diplomat Henry Phạm Du of New  
   Jersey. As always, everyone’s  
   favorite auntie, Lin Lin Bui. (She  
   lifts up her shirt and presents  
   her belly) And Don. 
 
The crowd erupts in major applause for Don. 
 
Camera relocates back to wide shot of Vanessa. 
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VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 

 ECS, the first ever exilic media  
 platform has been your passport to  
 fashion, lifestyle and entertain- 

   ment. We are here to be your guide  
   to glamourous exile living while  
   upholding Vietnamese values no  
   matter where the diaspora expands.  
   With 20 million viewers worldwide,  
   we thank you for your loyalty and  
   allowing us to represent you for  
   the past 30 years. As we enter our  
   153rd episode, we’re proud to look  
   back at our humble beginnings to  
   see how far we’ve come. Please  
   follow along as we reflect on our  
   shared history. 

 
AUDIENCE 

   (Applause) 
 

DIORAMA 
 
Camera moves to Vanessa’s hand. A hologram of a cassette appears to be 
rotating above her palm. The projection/light source is coming from 
the ceiling. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   We are delighted to share with you  
   our very own hologram. With the  
   help of our sponsors, we’ve teamed  
   up with Holoholo Entertainment to  
   pioneer this new form of story- 
   telling. As you are well aware,  
   Holoholo is responsible for the  
   immortality of Larry King,  
   carrying on his legacy for the  
   past decade. The amazing engineers  
   have worked tirelessly to  
   reconstruct our origin story so it  
   too, can live on.  

 
AUDIENCE (O.S.) 

   (‘Ooh’s and murmurs of surprise,  
   and collective elongated sounds) 

 
Close up on Vanessa as she exudes arrogance. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   It’s fabulous, isn’t it? 
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Cut to one very eager-looking audience member shaking their head in 
cartoonish anticipation. 
 
Back to Vanessa standing next to the cassette as it continues 
rotating. 

 
VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 

   Music has captured the emotions of  
   our people. Songs lingering in the  
   fields of liberation have given us  
   reprieve. And compositions of love  
   have given us hope. Reprieve and  
   hope was challenged as censorship  
   from the Communist regime swept  
   our home nation. I am reminded of  
   a famous censorship trial- where a  
   laborer transcribed a revolutionary  
   song about freedom and was beaten  
   to death by a guard of the regime.  
   Later his corpse was found  
   clutching a cassette tape in one  
   hand and unfinished lyrics in the  
   other.  
    
Close up on the hologram. The cassette breaks and water pours out. 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   A song so potent, a message so  
   dangerous. One fateful day, on the  
   last days of Saigon, April 30th,  
   1975 we left our homes to form the  
   first substantial wave of the  
   Vietnamese diaspora. 
 
The boat appears on the water. Hologram continues to rotate. 

 
VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 

   We travelled through the  
   treacherous waters of the Pacific  
   in search of a new home. The first  
   generation of refugees claimed  
   asylum from an old friend; France. 
 
One younger looking audience member skeptically darts their eyes back 
and forth. 
 
Back to wide shot of Vanessa and hologram morphs into the Eiffel 
tower. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   After establishing our presence as  
   an economic force, it was our  
   moral imperative to resurrect the  
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   essence of Vietnamese culture. My  
   colleagues and I had a desire to  
   fill the cultural void. Our  
   aspiration was to connect the  
   songs from the motherland with our  
   new way of life. (trailing off) 
 
Camera closes in on Vanessa as she hears a phone ringing in the 
background. She holds a practiced smile as she nods her head to the 
off-stage rats to take care of the noise. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   And thus, NGUYỄN TRẦN Productions  
   was created. In the late 90s, as  
   NGUYỄN TRẦN Productions was  
   gaining momentum with a worldwide  
   audience, we decided to replant  
   our roots in Westminster California  
   in Little Saigon with a flagship in  
   Western New York. The birthplace of  
   Erie County Smile in 1997. 
 
Close up on the hologram and Vanessa’s hand. Buildings grow around the 
Eiffel tower. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   To effectively spread our  
   influence, we took ECS on tour. To  
   every corner of the globe: Las  
   Vegas, Singapore, Toronto, Huston,  
   San Jose, Atlanta, Seoul, Prague,  
   and Moscow. 
 
The Las Vegas hologram turns into the Dragon Dance. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   With our foothold in the inter- 
   national entertainment industry,  
   we hope to expand our special  
   variety of diasporic culture. Việt  
   Kiều is the special mixture of the  
   old country and the new vanguard.  
   Celebrating our traditions with  
   the next generation is paramount.  
   Passing down our language and our  
   Customs is the mission.  
 
The hologram turns into the banana. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   The memory of our people will live  
   on through our children. Erie  
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   County Smile is your resource for  
   regenerating the Vietnamese abroad.  
   The intake of American media sours  
   the morale of our boys and girls.  
   It’s as plain as nature; the  
   Vietnamese banana, yellow on the  
   inside is also yellow on the  
   outside. But the American banana  
   is yellow on the outside but white  
   on the inside, chewy and weak.  
   This cautionary metaphor is our  
   beacon for upholding Vietnamese      
  excellence.  
 
A singular cough is heard from the crowd. 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
We have so much to celebrate and  
to be proud of. We hope that  
encapsulates the mission of Erie  
County Smile.  

 
Vanessa holds a creepy smile, an “eerie county smile.” ;) 
 

COMMERCIAL 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   Now let’s take moment to highlight  
   our diamond level sponsor, CN  
   Resort + Spa. Shall we? 
 
Vanessa looks off in the distant as the camera zooms past her head as 
a swirling video comes into frame. The commercial begins. 
 
Lydia is seen walking on a beach with the sea behind her, wearing a 
tiara. 
 

LYDIA 
   Hi, I’m Lydia Trang Đài, Miss Việt  
   Kiều Summer 2000. And 3. Along with  
   my crown, I won a three-night stay  
   at the CN Resort and Spa. 
 
Camera swivel in 180 degrees to reveal the hotel. Effects of 
glitter circle the hotel. 
 

LYDIA 
   And I’m here to share with you,  
   paradise! They have top of the  
   line service and fully loaded  
   amenities. CN has something for 
   everybody: wet or dry! 
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Two scenes are shot in the pool and crawling in the sand. 
 

LYDIA 
   You can dive into fun activities  
   like: swimming with dolphins. 
 
Lydia waves her hand above her head in an arc as a stock photo of 
a dolphin jumps over her. 
 

LYDIA 
   Scuba diving for abalone.  
 
A mushy clam engulfs the screen. 
 

LYDIA 
   Or relax under a private cabana.  
 
Lydia is under blue umbrellas on a beach. 
 

LYDIA 
   You can also register for a two 
   day flower arrangement class or  
   origami.  
 
Lydia is holding a flower in one hand and a poorly made origami 
seminar in another. 
 

LYDIA 
   Come to CN Resort and Spa, where  
   winners unwind.  
 
Lydia points to her tiara as the logo for CN Resort + Spa pops up 
around her face. 
 

KARAOKE 
 
Vanessa is clapping, coaxing the audience to do the same. 

 
VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 

   We are eternally grateful for CN  
   Resort + Spa’s generosity. The  
   president of CN is a longtime  
   companion to NGUYỄN TRẦN  
   Productions and Erie County Smile.  
   Everyone please join me in  
   gratitude, as we thank Vincent  
   Ngo. 
 
Vanessa offers a hand toward him and starts clapping. 
 
Cut to audience shot of Vincent Ngo in the front row, nodding and half 
smiling. Audience continues clapping. 
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VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 

   Các Bạn Ơi! 
 

AUDIENCE 
   Ơi! 

 
VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 

   Are we ready for karaoke?! 
 
The audience cheers. 

 
VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 

   Vincent and his company have  
   offered a voucher to paradise for  
   one lucky audience member. This  
   contestant must sing along with a  
   classic ballad, no messing up  
   (looking into side camera and  
   wagging her finger)! This will be  
   easy, it’s a song we all know and  
   love, “Anh Hùng” by Phạm Ly.  
   We’ve selected at random the  
   contestant. Please give a warm  
   welcome to Chris Lê in seat D34! 
 
Camera cuts to a shot of Chris in bewilderment. A hot spotlight hits 
his face. He begins his ascendance onto the stage. The camera cuts 
back to Vanessa as her eyes follow his voyage.  
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   As Chris makes his way to the  
   stage, I would also like to say  
   that this voucher cannot be  
   exchanged for a cash prize and  
   must be booked in advance! Again,  
   we could not possibly carry on  
   this karaoke segment without the  
   help from our sponsors.  
 
Chris makes it to the stage, out of breath, and sweaty. Camera cuts to 
Vanessa holding the microphone toward Chris. 

 
VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 

   Chris, how are you and where are  
   you from? 
 

CHRIS 
   Edmonton, I’m fine. 
 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
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   Okay, so you’re from Edmonton.  
   That’s in Alberta, correct? 
 

CHRIS 
   Yeah. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   As I mentioned, today, you’ll be  
   singing “Anh Hùng” by Phạm Ly.  
   Are you familiar with this song? 
 

CHRIS 
   Yeah, my grandpa really likes that  
   one. 
 
A blank screen is coming down in the background as they talk. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   Wonderful. I’m going to hand you  
   this microphone and ask you to  
   stand center stage as the music  
   begins. And Chris, good luck! 
 
Vanessa hands off the microphone and walks off stage as Chris slowly 
walks to the center, holding the microphone by his waist, defeated. 
 
The song starts as the screen begins playing an accompanied music 
video for Chris to perform in front of. 
 

“Anh Hùng” by Phạm Ly 
 
As tough as a water buffalo 
As balanced as a boat 
Straight as a rice patty row 
You kept the family afloat 
 
One day I will honor you  
And I will carry your name 
You taught me to stay true 
And from a boy you became 
 
Anh hùng, anh hùng 
 
And that’s why we call you anh hùng 
It’s the strong and wise 
A hero in disguise 
We solute you anh hùng 
 
I’m no longer a child 
And the mirror shows your face 
Though we live in exile 
Our strength cannot be erased 
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Your veins are the Mekong 
Built to last 
Four million strong 
Who am I, you ask? 
Anh hùng, anh hùng 
 
And that’s why you call me anh hùng 
It’s the strong and wise 
A hero in disguise 
We solute you anh hùng 
 
And that’s why you call me anh hùng 
It’s the strong and wise 
A hero in disguise 
We solute you anh hùng 

 
As the song is being sung, we watch Chris sing fairly well and 
correctly guess the endings of the verses and chorus. Every time he 
correctly guesses the end of a line, a little star icon pop up on the 
screen and the audience cheers him along. 
 
A few cut away shots of Vanessa clapping her hands like Nicole Kidman 
at the Oscars and lip syncing along.  
 
Song ends as the audience gives a decent applause for Chris. 
 
Cut to the sponsor, who is giving very little emotionally, but slowly 
raises a thumbs up. The approval is accepted, and the audience cheers 
again. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   Wow. A star is born! Congratulations! 
 
She walks over to Chris, and Vanessa hands an envelope to him. Chris 
is smiling and doe eyed. Vanessa stares at Chris with annoyance. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   Thank you, Chris. 
 
She dismisses him and turns to face a close-up camera. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   Everyone give it up for Chris from  
   Edmonton.  
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   Amazing Canadian pipes. 
 

INTERVIEW 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
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   Các Bạn Ơi! 
 
Graphic spirals into the foreground and pulls back to reveal Vanessa’s 
face staring into the camera in a close up. 
 

AUDIENCE 
   Ơi! 
 
Vanessa is sitting behind a desk in a chair. The desk has the phone, a 
small microphone and several Vietnamese tchotchkes. The guest chair 
next to the desk is circular with pillows on it. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   Welcome back to Erie County Smile  
   TV, the interview segment where we  
   chat with important figures in our  
   community. Today we have a very  
   special guest, she is the “manager”  
   (finger quotes) of her parent’s  
   nail salon, Classy Nails, in  
   upstate New York. In her free time,  
   she loves to draw and paint and  
   read books. Her favorite book,  
   she’d like you to know, is  
   Goosebumps. Please help me welcome  
   our guest for today, Van Tran  
   Nguyen.  
 
Audience claps as Van, a twelve-year-old girl, walks onto stage. She 
smiles at the audience, swinging her arms as she walks to the chair 
and sits. The chair is too big for her. She struggles to get onto it. 
The audience continues clapping while we see them both in a wide shot.  
 

VAN 
   Hi, I would like to before I begin,  
   say thank you for having me on the  
   show and I would like to pay my  
   respect to everyone here  
   especially the elders and the  
   aunties and uncles and my friends  
   and to my parents. Thank you.  
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   Hello Van, that certainly sounds  
   like everyone.  
 
Vanessa’s eyes scan the audience for support. Vanessa desperately 
seeks to understand why someone like Van is a distinguished guest. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   So, I see that you are interested  
   in the arts and painting, did you  
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   bring anything you’d like to  
   share? 
 

VAN 
   No. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   Oh, it is displayed somewhere  
   important? Like the Metropolitan  
   Museum of Art? Or the MoMA?  
 
Cut to Van, shrugging, not understanding the references. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   (Patronizes audience, says this  
   with outward breath) The MoMA  
   stands for the Museum of Modern  
   Art, more recent, cutting edge art.  
   You know, not just paintings… 
 

VAN 
   No, is that in Paris? I’ve never  
   been there but- 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   No, no. No, it’s in New York. City. 
 

VAN 
   I’ve never been there either. 
 
Vanessa starts baby talking to Van, folding one hand over another on 
the desk. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   Well know we’ve done a few  
   episodes of ECS in New York City. 
 

VAN 
   Oh yeah, I watched those ones with  
   my parents. I’ve actually watched  
   all of your shows. We ALWAYS play  
   your tapes in the shop. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   So! You’re a BIG fan of Erie  
   County Smile? How darling. 
 

VAN 
   Well no, my parents just don’t  
   like to watch my movies… 
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Vanessa is visually frustrated by this comment and turns to the camera 
to clarify her stance. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   Your parents have great taste. 
 
Vanessa is shuffling through note cards, trying to find a transition. 
Van cuts in to mention something in the silence. 
 

VAN 
   Have you seen Spy Kids? 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   Oh- so your family owns a nail  
   salon. Great! Such an important  
   pillar in our exilic economy. 
 

VAN 
   What’s a zah-zilick cah-con-omy? 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   It means that your mom and dad are  
   not from here, but they made money  
   here. 
 

VAN 
   Oh, yeah. I don’t know I just go  
   there every day after school and  
   so yeah… 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   (Looks at the audience in  
   disbelief) Did you invent some- 
   thing? Oh, are you the kid that  
   won the National spelling bee? 
 

VAN 
   (Confused) No, I don’t think I  
   ever won anything. Oh yeah- I won  
   tickets to see N’SYNC on the radio  
   once, I went with my dad. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   Interesting… 
 

VAN 
   It was awesome; it was so loud-  
 
Vanessa address the camera as she turns away from Van, for a moment. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   We here at ECS treasure the next  
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   generation of Vietnamese Americans  
   and want to empower you and your  
   talents. Why don’t you share with  
   us what those are? 
 

VAN 
   Well, as the manager of the salon,  
   I answer phone calls and book  
   appointments, my parents don’t  
   want to be on the phone because  
   they don’t like to repeat thems- 
   elves. I translate a lot of bills,  
   I know what a lot of those words  
   mean and sometimes it takes more  
   Vietnamese words to say one  
   English word.  
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   Wow, that’s lovely. The Vietnamese  
   family unit is so important. And I,  
   myself, am- 
 
Phone on the desk rings, Vanessa picks up and slams the phone down in 
one motion. 
 

VAN 
   Who was that? 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   As I was saying, I, myself  
   understand the value of  
   responsibility and tradition. 
 

VAN 
   Yeah, I just wish there wasn’t so  
   much responsibility. I think the  
   white kids don’t do this after- 
   school. Like, they go to clubs and  
   sports and stuff, I don’t think  
   they see their family until  
   dinner. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   Well that’s because we cherish  
   hard work.  
 

VAN 
   I guess, my mom calls me a lot. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   I think that comes with the  
   territory, mother and daughter  
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   relationships are quite  
   complicated. They have their own  
   language. 
 

VAN 
   My mom calls me Bi. Is that a  
   secret language? 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   Sure- 
 
Phone rings again, Vanessa picks up and slams the phone again. 
 

VAN 
   (Looks at phone and back at  
   Vanessa) You can take that. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   Of course not, I’m not going to  
   take a phone call in the middle of  
   the show (in a hushed tone) 
 

VAN 
   Then why is there a phone here? 
 
Phone rings again. 
 
Vanessa looks at Van while it is ringing then back at the phone. In a 
wide shot, Van is no longer sitting in the guest chair. The phone 
continues to ring. 
 
Vanessa stares at the phone as the camera is in a close up on her 
eyes. 
 
Cut to her hand grabbing the phone in the nail salon. 
 
Vanessa pulls the phone to her face. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   Allô.  
 

MOTHER 
 

SANDY 
   Bi- 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   Wait, mom one second I can’t hear  
   you. 
 
Vanessa walks from an interior location into grass, following her legs 
and feet. 
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EXT. GRASSY FIELD AND POND. AROUND SUNSET, DUSK.  
 
She walks onto a field and approaches the edge of a pond. Camera 
slowly moves behind Vanessa and then pulls back to see her enter the 
pond (perspective is behind/back of the head). A large slim 
rectangular structure, resembling a screen, floats above the pond. She 
approaches it in the water as she is continuing to speak with her 
mother. The phone disappears and the screen turns on to reveal a video 
call with her mom.  
 
The conversation is partially in Vietnamese and English. Everything 
Vanessa says is in English and a little Vietnamese and everything her 
mom says will be in Vietnamese. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   Okay 

 
SANDY 

   Bi, have you called to renew my  
   membership for the gym. You have  
   to call soon, there’s a deal that  
   will expire. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   No, not yet. I will mom. I’ve been  
   busy. 

 
SANDY 

   I’ve reminded you a lot. I need you  
   to help me, it is expiring soon. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   I know, I know. I will. 

 
SANDY 

   You say “I will, I will” all the  
   time. But you don’t do it. You  
   don’t remember. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   I will, I will. (mockingly) 

 
SANDY 

   Bi, ah. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   Mom, when have I not done  
   something? 

 
SANDY 

   I know, but it’s late. Things are  
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   done late. 
VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 

   Mom. (cutting her off) 
 

SANDY 
   (Deep sigh) Bi, help me, please. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   I will. (quietly) 

 
SANDY 

   Where are you now? 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   I’m outside, taking a break. 

 
SANDY 

   It looks windy. Put on a jacket! 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   I will. 
  
From the water, she pulls up a jacket and puts it on slowly. 

 
SANDY 

   Sometime you can come home and  
   visit mom. I’m bored, I’m tired. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   I don’t have time. 

 
SANDY 

   Make time for mama. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   I will. 

 
SANDY 

   Did you eat, yet? Have you  
   showered? 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   Yeah, I’ve eaten. You know mom, I  
   was gonna ask you. What time was I  
   born? 
 
 
 

SANDY 
   (She announces the time in  
   Vietnamese) Why? 
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VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   My friend wants to give me a  
   reading. She’s into astrology. 

 
SANDY 

   Astrology? I already did your  
   reading at the beginning of the  
   year. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   Sandy, they’re not the same. 

 
SANDY 

   It’s not good to know too many  
   perspectives. Besides you don’t  
   know who to trust with your fate. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   Mom, at the beginning of the year,  
   you told me there were no lucky  
   stars for monkeys in the year of  
   the rat. I don’t want to trust that  
   fate either. (little jab) I’m just  
   curious, that’s all. 

 
SANDY 

   (Calls Van a nosey-busy body) 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   I’m not going to accept that there  
   is a whole year of bad luck.  

 
SANDY 

   It’s not bad luck if you don’t  
   have any lucky stars. It just  
   means it’s a year of rest. Don’t  
   make big changes. 
  

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   I have to make changes. I have to  
   make changes all the time. I can’t  
   rest for a whole year. 

 
SANDY 

   I’m not telling you to stay still  
   for a whole year; I’m just asking  
   you not to make big leaps. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   Mom, I just wanted to know what  
   time your unlucky child was born. 
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SANDY 
   Bi, ah. It’s just a reading. It can  
   mean many things. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   So does astrology.  

 
SANDY 

   Bi, ah. It’s storytelling. 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   I get that they’re all stories. 

 
SANDY 

   Bi. (sternly) 
 

VANESSA TRẦN NGUYỄN 
   Look, mom, you can’t blame me for  
   searching for luck somewhere else. 
 
Long pause. 

 
SANDY 

   Four…forty-five…AM 
 

END 
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APPENDIX B 
 

SUPPLEMENTAL FILES 
 

B.1 Permissions for Section 1.5 
  
 This file contains license details and terms and conditions for the reproduction of material 
used in Section 1.5 of this dissertation.  
 
File Name: Van. Albany Rally 3.26.2021.pdf 
File Type: Portable Document Format (PDF) 
File Size: 2.79 MB 
Required application software: Adobe Acrobat or any standard PDF viewer  
Special hardware requirements: None 
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